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Joe and Jared Solosabal
have done everything
together - on the
field, in the gym and in
the dating arena.
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Expertsgive tipsfor
balancingwork and life

After three years of hard work,
, Aggie Television, Utah State
.
.·_••··_····
Univ~rsiry's on-campus cable sys_- }
tern; IS addmg 3 3 new channels to . )

Senior Writer
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~mployees began.the. i
: ,transition proce~ Tuesday, chang- · \.

lii~t~~~
~.:111
response

DR. PAM RILEY, professor of sociology and anthropology, responds to questions
from the audience at the president's special forum Tuesday./Liz Maudsley photo

changing work demands, demographics of employees and the marketplace.
He said it is important to implement these practices so issues such as
flexibility and diversity fit into the
culture of the workplace, rather than
just being stuck on the outside - a
"refrigerator magnet" approach, he
said.

It shouldn't just be an add-on, but
a way people do their work, Russell
said.
He said it is important that companies are "addressing underlying causes
rather than implementing stress pro-
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STRESS AT WORK
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Today and Thursday
will both be partly
cloudy with highs in
the mid 70s. Lows for
both days will be in
the mid 40s.
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Staff Writer

New majors at Utah State
University this semester will
beef up the already hearty
stew offered to students hungry for knowledge and gainful employment.
One new offering is an
emphasis on e-commerce as
part of the business information systems major.
Another new offering is
the speech major through the
languages and philosophy
department.
Another proposed major
would be an interdisciplinary
• study involving computer science, business, information
technology and electrical and
computer engineering, which
would prepare students for
high-tech jobs.
The e-commerce emphasis
was approved last year and is
being offered for the first
time this semester .
The e-commerce emphasis
is attracting a lot of interest,
said Lloyd Bartholomew,
?epartm~nt head of business
mformat1on systems.
At least three to four students per week ask about the
e-commerce program, he
said.
Students are trained to
work on either the client or
server side of e-businesses.
The .client side could involve
designing Web pages or setting up shopping carts, while
the server side could involve

'Lord of the
Dance' as he participates in the
talent portion of
the Mr. USU
pageant Tuesday
night in the
Taggart Student
Center Ballroom.
Horner was one
of 10 participants
in the competition, which is
part of the festivities during
Homecoming
Week. The
Ballroom was
packed full for
the event, and
ASUSU members
had to lock the
doors to keep
more people
from filing in
during the competition. The
panel of judges
consisted of an
alumnus, stu dents, ASUSU
President Ben
Riley, faculty and
other advisers.
Sophomore Dan
Crane was
crowned Mr.
USU./Liz
Maudsley photo

more technical aspects like
programming or setting up
data bases. Bartholomew also
said graduates of the e-commerce program can expect to
earn starting salaries of
$40,000 to $50,000.
The speech major is not
new, but a reinstatement of a
major discontinued in 1989
due to a lack of faculty.
According to Diane
Michelfelder, department
head of languages and philosophy, the speech major
emphasizes organizational
communication as well as
theories and skills that allow
students to identify common
communication problems.
The speech major works
closely with the languages
and philosophy department
to help students broaden
their cultural awareness and
increase their understanding
of language.
Associate Professor
Harold Kinzer, the coordina tor of the speech major, said
it is aimed at preparing students for careers as consultants, attorneys, teachers, or
for attending graduate
school.
Kinzer also said at this
point only 2 5 students a year
will be accepted into the
major to ensure classes are
available for them to graduate in four years .
The small number of students will also allow academic advisers to work closely
with speech majors .

Greens start 3rd party action at USU, encourage
JESSICA WHATCOTT

Staff Writer

The USU graduate program in the
College
of
Education
is ranked
39th in
the country in the
Spring
2000 Issue
of U.S.
News and World
Report. Of particular
note, the college's $16.7
million in research
money is 7th best in
the nation.
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WILL BETTMAN

DOUG HORNER
PERFORMS
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Newmajorsincreasechoices

>ALMANACCenter
stage
On this date:
In 1854, the first
great disaster involving
an Atlantic Ocean liner
occurred when the
steamship Arctic sank
with 300 people
aboard.
In 1942, Glenn
Miller and his
Orchestra performed
together for the last
time, at the Central
Theater in Passaic, N.J.,
prior to Miller's ent ry
into the Army.
In 1979, Congress
gave final approval to
forming the
Department of
Education, the 13th
cabinet agency in U.S.
history.

A Green Party Campus
Coalition will form this
semester at Utah State
University.
The organization will
focus on representing a political alternative to the tradi tional College Democrat and
College Republican
Associations .
USU student Allison
Czerniak said she is joining
because of what the Green
Party stands for.
"It is intelligent people
with good ideas to solve
world problems," she said .
Although the group is not
yet officially i:ecognized by

to feedback from .?tu-? /

~~~frhis is two or three years of
{
····
..·.tvork all coming together, " he said. : .:
.....Hofmeister said most channels
\
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Capitol Reef National
Park is the second
least-visited national
park in Utah. Check
out this natural wonder in this month's
Destination Utah.

,,'

J'JewsEditor

JESSICA WARREN

Balancing work and family responsibilities is an ever-increasing issue
among employees as well as employers.
Dr. Graeme Russell, a researcher
from Macquarie University in
Australia, is working with organizations to address these issues.
In bis keynote address for the president's special forum "Finding the
Safety Valves: Easing the Pressure and
Stress at Work," he said stress is in
every job.
Russell said he has found no matter
what type of job a person holds, there
is a potential for stress.
The reason balancing work and
family life is an increasing problem is
because the labor force is changing.
He said more women are in the
workplace and the number of dualincome families is increasing.
He also said more men have
become involved in the family life.
"This is not simply a women's
issue," Russell said.
Russell works with companies to
identify their specific needs and
design strategies to cope with the

.···•···•,·•
·•···"'''·•

the Council of Student Clubs
and Organizations, it has
started the application
process . The club will not
have a formal presidency, but
will function more as a coalition of people working
~ogether on projects and
issues.
"This goes along with the
[Green Party's] goal of
decentralization," said Myq
Larson, an avid Green Party
member. "Instead of coming
out of Washington, it's at the
grassroots level. "
About 10 people turned
out for the coalition's first
meeting last Thursday
evening. This group will be
participating in some of the
Homecoming activities this

week, including the parade
on Saturday.
In addition to focusing on
local issues and community
involvement, the organization
will support the Green
Party's nomination of presidential candidate Ralph
Nader. Crystal Kendell, a
party member , said one of
their proiects will be to organize shadow deba tes with the
College Republicans and
College Democrats to discuss
election issues.
The coalition will favor
the 10 key values that make
up the Green Party's platform.
These include ecological
wisdom, non-violence, decentralization of political and

economic institutions and
personal and global responsibility.
Larson said the group's
immediate goals are to get
voters registered and
informed about alternatives
to the two-party system. The
long-term goal is not to work
from election to election, but
to get people's whole attitudes and values to change .
One of the biggest attitudes that the party has had
to tackle, Larson said, is the
idea that voting for a third
party is "throwing away your
vote."
"You might have to lose a
battle to win a war," Larson
said. "It's probable that
Nader won't win, although

others

weirder things have happened. You have to think far
ahead concerning things like
environmental issues. [Things
like] the environment work
on a different time scale."
The Green Party
Coalition encourages other
third-party organizations, like
the Natural Law or
Libertarian parties, to form
on campus as well, Larson
said .
"The more parties, the
better," he said. "With two
parties there is only black and
white, but with the issues the
Green Party considers, the
more dialogue you have, the
more likely you are to come
up with a sustainable solution."
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Two middle school students wound
each other in a fight, with same gun
ALAN CLENDE~NING

Associated Press

NEW ORLEANS - Two teen-age
boys shot and wounded each other with
the same gun during a fight at their
middle school Tuesday after someone
slipped the weapon to one of them
through a fence, authorities said.
The boys, ages 13 and 15, were in
critical condition.
Witnesses said the two eighth-graders
had argued before the shootings. The
younger boy got the gun from someone
outside the chain-link fence and shot the
15-year-old, only to have the older boy
grab the gun and shoot him, police Lt.
Marlon Defillo said.
Students must pass through a metal

detector to enter the school.
Police did not immediately know the
name of the person who handed over
the gun but believe he may have once
attended the school, Defillo said.
Officers circulated a description of
him in the neighborhood, a mix of lowand middle-income homes not far from
St. Charles Avenue, a ,eafy boulevard
lined with elegant antebellum mansions.
The shooting happened just before
noon in a breezeway between the main
building at Carter G. Woodson Middle
School and the cafeteria, where hundreds of students were eating lunch.
Police recovered the .38-caliber
revolver.
Mike Smith, a 14-year-old seventhgrader, said he heard the shots, and

"everybody started running." He added
that teachers made the students stay
inside classrooms until it was safe.
More than 100 parents hurried to the
school and lined up outside as officials
let small groups enter the Quilding to
get their children. One parent said
recent violence at the school had made
her daughter fearful.
"She was afraid to come to school
two weeks ago because boys were fighting," Beronica Lewis said as she hugged
her daughter Neshetta, 14, outside the
building. "I told her she'd be all right.
Now I'm just afraid for my child."
The school is among modest pastel► SEE

GUNS
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HASS MAJORS:
Career Services is offering free
resume advice every Thursday from
9:30 a.m. to 11 :30 a.m.
in front of Old Main #115.

See You There!
Get started NOW at
Career Services, ground level,
University Inn. 797-7777

LOS ANGELES - A
former basketba!I player
whose pro career spanned
the globe was gunned down
in an alley while making a
run from his mother's house
for chicken wings and
French fries.
Charles "Buster"
Matheny, 44, was found
with multiple gunshot
wounds to his upper body
about 8:20 p.m. Monday in
the unincorporated community of Walnut Park about
seven miles southeast of
downtown, Deputy Boris
Nikolaf said.
Paramedics pronounced
Matheny dead at the scene.
, Three suspeqs believed to
be i!} a late-model beige
1
Ford Expedition were being
sought Tuesday.
Matheny played with
professional ba~ketball
teams overseas m
Argentina, Australia, Italy,
Mexico and the Philippines
up until a few years ago, his
mother, Annie Matheny,
said from her home
Tuesday.
Mrs. Matheny said her
son left to get some chicken
wings and French fries from
a nearby restaurant Monday
night and she started getting dressed for bed.
A short time later,
authorities arrived to tell
her her son was dead.
"He came out of the
chicken place and some body started firing," she
said. "Baby, I don't know
what happened. "
Mrs. Matheny said she
went to the crime scene,

but wasn't able to get close
to her son's body.
She didn't know if he was
robbed or what motivated
the gunmen to kill her son.
Deputies said the motive
remained under investigation.
Matheny played basketball for the University of
Utah and was all-conference in 1978.
He led the team in scoring in 1977-78 with 18.1
points-per·game and led the
team in rebounding the season before with 6.7
re bounds-per-game.
He was 18th all-time in
the school's scoring average
and was sixth all-time in
field goal percentage.
Matheny hadn't played
much basketb;ill latejy _
except for a game every
Sunday with fe'llow
·
"seniors," his mother said
jokingly.
Matheny had been living
with his mother and getting
up early every morning to
mow lawns because he had
been out of work, she said.
Friends from Australia
had already called to offer
their condolences Tuesday
morning, Mrs. Matheny
said.
Matheny had a lot of
friends in Australia, and his
mother had visited him
when he played over there,
she said.
"He was very, very
friendly," she said. "If you
meet him, you like him.
Buster was very easygoing."
Matheny left behind a 4year-old daughter who
"loved the ground he
walked on," Mrs. Matheny
said.

Califorinia gets top marksin
teachingevolutionin schools
WASHINGTON (AP)- California's science education standard was graded the highest of the states in a report released
Tuesday evaluating the teaching of evolution in the states.
California got grades of A for both evolution teaching and
overall science standards. The report called the Californaia standards "very detailed and well organized."
Other states getting scores of I 00 and grades of A:
Connecticut, Indiana, New Jersey, North Carolina and Rhode
Island. Scored in the 90s with grades of A: South Carolina ,
Delaware, Hawaii, and Pennsylvania.
Grades of B went to: Colorado, Minnesota, Vermont,
Washington, Michigan, Arizona, Idaho, Massachusetts, Missouri,
Montana, Oregon, South Dakota, Utah and the District of
Columbia . Grades of C went to: Maryland, New Mexico, Nevada,
New York, Nebraska, Louisiana and Texas.
Unsatisfactory grades of D went to: Arkansas, Kentucky,
Wisconsin, Virginia, Alaska and Illinois. Failing grades of F went
to: Wyoming, Maine, Ohio, Oklahoma, New Hampshire, Florida,
Alabama, North Dakota, Georgia , Mississippi, ,vest Virginia and
Tennessee. Kansas's grade was F-minus.
Iowa was not included because it does not have statewide standards. Each district creates its own standard.

StateSupremeCourtaffirms
disbarmentof fonner lawyer

FishfromSierraNevadafound
withelevatedmercurylevels
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SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP)- Fish caught in the Sierra
Nevada could be contam inated with high levels of mercury left
over from California's Gold Rush days, according to a federal
report released Tuesday.
,
The U.S. Geological Survey said the toxic environmental pollutant was found in fish collected last year fro1:, several lakes and
streams in Nevada, Placer and Yuba counties north and northeast ,
of Sacramento.
The mercury levels are high enough to merit further study, but
below the level where the Food and Dru g Administration will
have to take action . Ingesting mercury can cause nerve damage
and developmenta l disorders.
Mercury residue still lingers in many Sierra lakes and streams
from the days when it was used to separate gold from ore. The
USGS studied 141 samples of fish, including catfish, bass, trout,
and sunfish. Meth ylmercury, a neurotoxin that is especially detri mental to chilrlren, was found to be most prominent in predatory
fish like bass and brown trout.
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SALT LAKE CITY (AP) - The state Supreme Court on
Tuesday unanimously affirmed the disbarment of former St.
George lawyer Gary Pendleton, who was punished for his habitual
use and distribution of methamphetamin e.
"In light of Pendleton's serious criminal misconduct, the disciplinary court correctly concluded that disbarment was the appro\J
priate presumptive sanction," Chief Justice Richard Howe wrote.
Pendleton was disbarred in January 1999. Before that, he was a
noted attorney who defended many people charged with drug
·1
offenses. He was convicted of methamphetamine possession in
1997, two years after a Utah State Bar witness claimed he provided ,
Pendleton with drugs in lieu of attorney's fees.
Pendleton was also accused of using the drugs with a client in
his office and directing people, including cljents, to procure the
drugs for him. He argued the disbarment should be overturned in
favor of a suspension because of technical violations throughout his...1
1
court pro\:ee9ing~, i¥clµ~ing s<,>me
on the part of the Utah State ,.
Bar's Offic.e .of ,?rp(e.~stonaJCorw.{1ct. Th ,e courtJ:?a~edits d~cision
on aggravatinp factors in the case that includ'ed Pendleton 's dishoriest and sefi1sH~o'tives, patterns ofmi:s~o.ndu
ct ap.pTI?-ultipfe
offens-t<i
es. Pendleton will be able to apply for remstatement hve years fromi
his initial disbarment.
>J
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A Full Service Salon
Where Service, Style & Technique Become Art.
'.)

Reward your secretary or yourself
with a stress releaving massage at
Cache Valley's newest salon!

Massage Therapist Special

'.)
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5:45 ,,,,,,__..._..
a.,n.___
:..,,,...._......._
f1Iot hes
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25%

off 1hour massage

25%

with student ID

with student ID

exp. 10· 1·00

exp. 10. 1.00

off facial

1451 North 200 East Suite 170 •
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Studentsconcernedoverparking,ask manyquestions
NICOLE

R. GRUBBS

Sti,ffWriter
Some students are still
expressing concern and raising
questions about the new parking policies on campus.
Teresa Johnson, office manager at the Parking and
Transportation office at Utah
State University said there
have not been many more
complaints than in past years,
but students have had more
questions.
'We are always willing to
answer any question," she said,
"The office staff has done
their best to resolve the concerns of students."
Parking permits do not
guarantee.a place to park,
according to the USU Parking
and Transportation Web page.
Many students have purchased economy passes, allowing them to park at the stadium or the area below Old
Main Hill. The Web site lists
other options. Ten dollars of
Terrace yarking can be purchased for $9, or $20 can be
purchased for $18. Lot B passes, which can be used to park
in the lot east of the Terrace
for two hours, cost $3 5.
Students are charged $1. 50 for
each additional hour they park

there.
Johnson said parking is not
a problem because the stadium
and shuttles are available to
the students.
"There is/lenty of parking," she sai .
Many students encounter
difficulties at the beginning of
the semester, but they learn
which areas they can and cannot park in, she said.
However, some students
have found parking to be a
recurring problem. Tennile
Frazier, a sophmore, purchased a B Lot pass and said
she finds it difficult to park in
that lot because there are
more passes than parking
spaces.
"I'm paying for something
that I can't use half the time,"
she said.
Other students have found
parking in their own residence
hall to be a problem. Amanda
Harvey, a sophmore living in
Greaves Hall, has found parking places reserved for residents are often taken by students not living in that hall and they are not being ticketed, she said. Harvey said
sometimes the overflow parking lot is also full.
"I alwayshave a problem
finding a place to park and I

Lovedoctorto
speakto students

CHANGES IN PARKING POLICIES have increased some students' difficulty in finding parking spots

on campus./Paul Jackman photo
know that if I park illlegally I
will get a ticket," she said.
The penalty for disobeying
a policy usually involves a citation, with fines ranging from
$8 to $100. The tickets may
be appealed, according to the
Web page. Students who

decide not to appeal or pay
their fines may have privileges
denied or holds placed on
their registration, transcript or
diploma. Students who accumulate four or more tickets
are subject to wheel-lock or
towing of their vehicle.

Ambulances may take longer in rural Utah areas
SALT LAKE CITY (AP)A decline in volunteers and
long driving distances means
ambulances might not arrive in
time to save huntin victims or
others hurt in Utah s rural
areas.
Jan Buttrey, Utah emergency medical services director,
said some of the state's most
popular deer hunting and
recreation areas aren't anywhere close to a hospital or
even an ambulance.
Whether a person survives
may depend on what treatment
they receive in the fust hour
following an accident, referred
to"as the ");;olden hour" by
emerg'ency'crews.
In rura! 1Utal;>.,the golden
hour 'may',,um int9 the "golden
day," But<r~'ysam. tAmany of '
iliose cases, the victim often

9

dies before or shortly after
medical help arrives.
People who live along the
Wasatch Front are accustomed
to an ambulance coming to
their aid in four minutes or
less. But for the large, rural
portion of the state, the average ambulance response time is
more than 4 5 minutes, Buttrey
said.
Sixty-five percent of all
ambulance service in Utah is
run by volunteers, and Buttrey
said it's getting more and more
difficult to find those volunteers.
For example, in Box Elder
County, one of the state's most
popular deer hunting areas, all
ambulances are run by volunreers and there are ni;>r~gister~d paramedics in the county
In the town of Grouse

Creek, in Box Elder County,
the only ambulance is a 1981
Chevy Suburban. The nearest
Utah hospital is in Tremonton,
150 miles away.
Anyone injured in boating
or other accidents on Flaming
Gorge Reservoir, which
attracts more than 2 million
people every summer, also has
limited choices.
"They can either go 120
miles to Rock Springs (Wyo.)
or go over 70 miles of rough
roac to VernaL" Buttrey said.
"People need to realize they're
not going to get the same
response as in Salt Lake City."
To avoid emergency-care
problems, Buttrey urged deer
hunters and ·recreationists to
take precaution$ ~ch ~s bucklihg their seat belts, wearing
bike helmets and letting people

know where they are hiking.
"The best way to take care
of an accident is to prevent it
from happening in the first
place," Buttrey said.
Lynn Yeates, Box Elder
County sheriff's chief deputy,
who is also the EMS chief for
Brigham City Ambulance, also
advises people to have cell
phones, food, water and some
basic first-aid training when
they go off into the wilds.
But Yeates cautions people
not to feel complacent just
because they have cell phones.
You may have to drive 20 or
30 minutes just to get reception.
Then, victims often don't
know where they are.
'
, "You have to find yourself
before we can find you, "
Buttrey said.

Bush accuses Clinton administration of 'Education Recession'
BoBKEMPER

Chicago Tribune

PORTLAND, Ore. Republican presidential candidate George W. Bush criticized
Democratic rival Al Gore
Monday, saying the failed education policies of the ClintonGore administration have
allowed America's public school
system to slump into an "education recession."
While acknowledging the
limited role the federal government plays in public education,
Bush said Gore failed to provide the national leadership on
an issue crucial to America's
economic health, allowing standardized test scores to drop to a
"crisis" level while Gore toyed
with educational "fads and fashionable theories."
"Since taking office, the vice
president has really not led on
this issue . He came into office
promising change. but instead
has defended the status quo and
he's resisted real reform," Bush
said.
'Vice President Gore's
administration has focused on

everything except what rnaners
most, on process not on children, on regulation not on
results," he said.
Bush appeared at an elementary school where student test
scores improved significantly
aher school administrators
called for a back-to-basics
approach that emphasized
math, science and particularly
reading.
"The most urgent of (education's) needs is the return to
fundamentals ... with a strong
focus on results," Bush said.
"Yet, the vice president offers
fads and fashionable theories .
"Just the other day, the secretary of education announced
Gore's three R's for education :
Relationshi,rs, Resilience and
Readiness, Bush said. "Now
that sounds nice, but what happened to reading)"
The Texas governor reiterated his promise to spend $5 billion over five years to ensure
that all students can read at
grade level by third grade. He
wants to expand the federal
Head Start program to include
reading programs

>A1V
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!Briefs

To measure the advancement of students and the success of schools, Bush wants all
students tested annually
between the third and eighth
grades. Schools that fail to adequately teach literacy would be
given three years to improve.
Schools that do not improve
will see some federal funding
withdrawn, money that would
go to parents who could use it
to send their child elsewhere.
"Texas has ended the education recession and I intend to
end the education recession in
every public school in
America."
Indeed, mllch of what Bush
is proposing in his campaign
mirrors what has been going on
in Texas during his administration . There, test scores have
improved not only among
white students, but among
blacks and Hispanics as well.
Bush said the tests are critical in judging what school or
program is most effective.
Critics charge that Texas teach ers now spend most of their
time "teaching to the test" and
skipping other lessons or

approaches that might benefit
individual students more . Test
critics also charge that the
examinations appear to favor
white students over minorities.
"I've heard all the arguments
in the world about how testing
is discriminatory against
minorities, " Bush said . "Now,
what 's discriminatory against
minorities is giving up on our
children . That's discriminatory
against minorities."
While he criticized the way
the federal government is handling public education, Bush
quickly volunteered to a group
of parents and educators at
Bethany Elementary School in
Beaverton that he has no plans
to abandon public school.
"I know this may sound a
little different from most
Republicans who have run in
the past," Bush said. "Our party
always used to say, "Vote for
me, I'm going to abolish the
Department of Education .' The
problem wit~ that is that a lot
of people forgot "the department of' and all they heard was,
'Vote for me, I'm going to
abolish public education."'

No matter how many problems an individual student
encounters, he or she should
be aware of the policies and
procedures of parking.
Johnson said the program has
been approved and will be
implemented in the future.

SaltPalace
in need of
•
expansion
SALT LAKE CITY (AP)
- The Salt Lake
Convention & Visitors
Bureau will recommend this
week that the Salt Palace
Convention Center be
expanded again to help
improve the city's flagging
hotel occupancy rates.
While hotels are being
built across Salt Lake
County; occupancy rates are
not keeping pace with construction. The b_ureau plans
to release a report to die
County Commission on
Thursday that says expanding the Salt Palace would
draw more people to the
area, filling those hotels.
The report shows there
were 10,714 hotel rooms in
1994 and are expected to be
17,355 in 2001, a 62 percent
increase. Meanwhile, 80 percent of hotel rooms were
occupied in the mid- I 990s
compared to a projected 64
percent in 2000 and 60 percent in 2001 .
Salt Palace expansions
were completed in 1983 and
1996 and a $37. S million
expansion that began 14
months ago is due to be
completed next month . The
latest expansion included
370,000 square feet of exhibit space and a 45,000-squarefoot ballroom - an increase
of 114,000 exhibit square
feet and 10,000 extra square
feet added to the ballroom .
There is no estimate on
the cost or size of the proposed expansion.
County Commissioner
Brent Overson said further
expanding the Salt Palace
would help Salt Lake City
keep pace with other regional convention locations,
which are also expanding
their convention facilities.

>S1RESS AT WORK
From Page 1
grams" to treat the symptoms.
The goals of employers
should be to provide a workplace where employees can
manage work and family;
diversify the employee profile
at all levels - age, race and
gender - and retain quality
employees, Russell said .
"The element of control is
fundamental," Russell said
regarding balancing of work
and home .
Russell said doing these
things can significantly
increase productivity in the
workplace. The average
increase is usually between 10
and 1 5 percent .
This comes in the form of
increased effectiveness, cre ativity and a retention of talented people .

In a panel discussion following Russell 's address,
these issues were localized to
Utah State University and
Cache Valley .
Carrie Stott of Child Care
Resources and Referral said
that women who are happy
with their child care situation
are more productive .
She said the goal of
Resources and Referral is to
help every parent be happy
with their child care .
"I do see great strides in
that direction," Stott said.
In the area of flexibility ,
Annalyn Nielson, a senior in
psychology , said organizing
her priorities and having a
job that works with her difficult schedule as a student are
helpful.
Teresa McKnight, services

coordinator at USU Research
Park, said common sense and
open communication are key
to creating flexibility that
works.
"The challenge is to look
for different ways for getting
the job done," Russell said.
Whether this be hiring
two part-time employees or
working from home , he said
there needs to be creativity
and planning .
"The idea of 24-hour
availability needs to be challenged," Russell said.
The personnel office on
campus provides assistance in
getting help for stress management and other needs.
A list of agencies can be
found at personnel .usu .edu
by clicking on the employee
assistance link .

Dr. Joyce Brothers, one of
America's foremost psychologists, will be at USU today
speaking to students as part
of the Homecoming festivities. This is the fust lecture
of the year sponsored by the
ASUSU Arts and Lectures
committee and will be held at
1:30 p.m. in the Taggart
Student Center Ballroom.
Dr. Brothers will speak
about relationships, as well as
the effects of meaia on society. She will also field questions for 20 minutes after the
main portion of her address.
Students who attend can
enter to win one of two free
Homecoming date packages
that will be given away after
the lecture. The packages
include tickets to the dance,
fi:ee pictures and a gift certificate for dinner at a local
restaurant .
Dr. Brothers has been
the dean of American psychologists for 30 years . She
hosts a daily NBC radio
show, is a regular columnist
for Good Housekeeping
magazine, has authored a
number of booksand is a frequent guest on many network television shows. A
United Press International
poll named Dr. Brothers one
of the 10 Most Influential
American Women, and a survey conducted by the
Greenwich College Research
Center listed her among the
10 Women Most Admired by
College Students.
Local residents, as well as
students, are encouraged to
attend. For more information
about Dr. Brothers' lecture
or any other USU
Homecoming event, call 7972912.

Moonlight
and
Musicconcertto
feature
JulieHill
Julie Hill, with Kerry
Grombacher and Aaron
Ashton, will perform
Thursday as part of the
Hon;1ecoming celebration.
The concert will mark
the return of Moonlight
and Music, a concert held
every fall in the
amphiteater at USU .
Hill has released two
CDs, which both received
praise from Salt Lake City
critics.
The amphiteater is
located on the south side
of Old Main Hill. Those
in attendance are encouraged to bring blankets .
For more information,
call 797-2912 or visit
Room 326 of the TSC.

USUgreenhouse
to bededicated
The Young Teaching
Greenhouse, located at 800
E. 1400 North, will be dedicated Friday at 2 p.m.
The greenhouse is currently used for floral design
laboratories. With the
recent upgrades and
improvements, plant propagation and greenhouse management classes will also
meet in the facility.
President George H .
Emert and College of
Agriculture Dean Rodney
Brown will speak at the
greenhouse's dedication.
The dedication is sponsored by the plants, soils
and biometeorology department .
For more information
about the dedication, contact Katie Jo Collett,
College of Agriculture
Senator, at 79 7-3 785 .

Landfill
toclose
earlythisFriday
The City of Logan land-

fil will be closed at noon
Friday. It will reopen for
business at 8 a.m. Saturday
and remain open until 6 :30
p.m. Winter hours - 8
a.m. to 5:30 p.m. - will
begin Monday.
Compiled
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Hiddenjewel:
Utah'ssecondleast-visited
park offersscenicdrives,ghosttownsand petroglyphs
II

:iUTAH
Q

F,,litr,r'sNott: As part of the DnJernom<ed1011,
the
Statesman v:iflhighlight.<peciftc
areasin the .,tatt
to help make stuJent, av:areof the v:ealthof outdoor
ad1v1ties111:ailablt
in Utah.
REUBEN WADSWORTH

Assistant Sports Editor

Want to visit a national park

in Utah but don't want to deal
with all the people? Don:t go
to Zion or Bryce Canyon
National Parks. Look no further than Capitol Reef, Utah's
second least-visited national
park.
"Its a great national park to
visit if you want to get away
from the crowds," said Utah
Travel Council
Communications Director
Tracie Cayford.
"It's becoming more popular," said Seasonal Interprative
Park Ranger Adrienne
Gaugahn.
However, some visitors pass
through without knowing a
park is there, she said.
Visitation to Capitol Reef
has declined in the 1990s.
Ranked ninth most visited
tourist attraction in Utah in
19.91,the park dropped to 14th
in 1999, with 687,153 visitors.
Capitol Reef is a jewel,
Cayford said. Not only does
the park offer a number of
scenic drives, it also provides
unique lodgings and restaurants in the nearby towns of
Torrey and Bicknell, she said.
First-time visitors of the
park should stop at the VlSltOr
center and watch a 10-minute
slide presentation, Gaugahn
said. She also suggests taking
the 10-mile scenic drive that
starts at the visitor center and
provides access to easy hiking
trails such as the Grand Wash
and Capitol Gorge. The
entrance fee for the scenic
drive is $4 per vehicle.
Vi~itors without much time
to visit the park can take the
drive on Hwy. 24 to see the
panel of petroglyphs left by the
Fremont culture, which

Cayford said is an easy stop
with a boardwalk for pedestrians.
Capitol Reef is much <lifferent than other Utah national
parks because within its
boundaries resides the old
ghost town of Fruita and its
orchards, Cayford said. vVhen
the fruit is in season, visitors
can pick it themselves at an
inexpensive price, Gaugahn
said.
Within the town ofFrnita,
Gaugahn said visitors should stop by
the old Fruita
schoolhouse, a oneroom log building
used from 1896
until 1941, when it
was closed due to a
lack of students.
Today visitors can
hear a recorded
message by one of
the teachers at the
old school.
A tour of Frnita
would not be complete without a visit
to the Gifford farm
house, she said. At
the historic stucco
structure visitors
can enjoy craft
demonstrations and
a gift shop with work by local
artisans.
For more hearty hikers,
Gaugahn suggests walking to
Hickman Bridge, a moderate,
one-mile trail. The bridge is
named for Joseph Hickman, a
former principal of Wayne
High School and a prominent
Wayne County resident, said
Park Ranger Cindy Doktorski.
Hickman and his brother-inlaw create<l a tourism booster
club in 1921 that publicized
the scenic beauty of the area
between Torrey and
Hanksville, known locally as

ABOVE: THE TOWN OF FRUITA framed by red
rock as seen from the Cohab Canyon trailhead in
Capitol Reef National Park.
LEFT: VIEW OF THE TOWN OF FRUITA and visitor
center from the Rim Overlook trail, 2 1/4 miles from
the Hickman Bridge trailhead.
RIGHT: CASSIDY ARCH, named for legendary outlaw Butch Cassidy, who would sometimes hide out in
the Capitol Reef area, is a 1 3/4 mile hike./Reuben

Wadsworth photos

Wayne \Vonderland, she said.
(\.fter being elected to the state
legislature in 1924, he introduced a bill in an effort to set
aside land in the Fremont
River valley as Wayne
Wonderland State Park .
Unfortunately, Hickn1an died
in a drowning accident in
1925, more than a decade
before the area was designated
a national monument in 1937.
The park didn't receive national park status until 1971.
One of the unique attractions in Capitol Reef is the
Waterpocket Fold in the south-

ORC serves students' outdoor needs
BRIAN

L. CARDELL

Staff Writer

, The Outdoor Recreation
Center has been a long-time
resource for USU students who
enjoy the outdoors. Since the
late 1970s, it has been offering
diverse outdoor programs and
rental gear to students, and is
now an integral part of the
University.
"\Ve have always seemed to
be just off the beaten path, quite
literally and metaphorically,"
said Kevin Kobe, the Center's
director.
"Literally we have been a
force that encourages people to
get off the campus' concrete and
explore the natural world
around us," he said.
The ORC is offering an
African Drum and Dance workshop Samrday where smdents
can learn traditional dance and
drum styles ofli\'est Africa and
the Congolese.
·
The ORC also offers outdoor leadership courses for stµdents to develop outdoor skills

in a natural setting.
"This weekend we are heading on our annual freshman
Snake River float trip," Kobe
said. "It's a great way to get people with similar interests together. Later on throughout the year
we will have lots of other trips
that people can get in on, especially when winter arrives and
we start going to the yurt."
The y11rtis a winter shelter
the ORC maintains up Blind
Hollow on national forest land.
The circular, tent-like stmctnre
has a wooden floor, solar power
lighting, a wood-burning stove,
cooking instrnments and bunk
beds. It sleeps eight comfortably.
"It is something we really
take pride in," Kobe said.
The ORC also has rental
gear available for student use.
"One of our vision statements is to provide stu<lents
with high quality rental equipment at an affclrdable price,"
Kobe said.
Rental gear includes telemark an<lcross country ski

packages, snow shoes, kayaks,
canoes, tents, backpacks, climbing gear and more.
"This year we've gotten
brand new Tua backcountry skis
and Black Diamond T3 telemark boot~," he said. "It is some
of the best gear out there on the
market."
Throughout October, canoes
can he rented for $10 a day and
$15 for the entire weekend.
"October is an excellent time
to go and see migratory birds
our in the marsh," Kobe said.
Besides offering gear and programs, the ORC has been a valuable source of information about
outdoor activities.The center has
a large library \\~th a complete
collection of topographical maps,
magazines and instructional
books.The staff is experienced
and very knowledgeable in all
aspects of outdoor-related acti,ities, Kobe said.
For more information on
rental prices or upcoming activities, call the ORC at 797-3264,
Monday through Friday, 10 a.m.
to 6 p.m.

Climbing club offers variety of outdoor activities
JULIE SVLUNGA

Staff Writer

Anyone who loves the
mountains can fin<la plethora
of activities available with the
Mountain Climbing Club.
The Mountain Climbing
Club plans all kinds of ac-tivities
like back-country skiing journeys, hiking and rock climbing
for people of all skill levels, sai<l
club president Kit Peterson.
Some planned activities
include a trip to the Tetons this
weekend, a trip to Zion
National Park later this semes-

ter and a skiing trip to Big Sk-y
Ski Resort in Montana at the
end of the semester.
Details are usually given at
club meetings or are sent to
members via e-mail.
One of the club's recent
activities was held at Adventure
Sports Gym. Local band
Montana Slim perfonne<l and
prizes were given to those
attending. The event was sponsored by Al's Sporting Goods,
The North Face and
Adventure Sports, Peterson
said.
"There were awesome prizes

and a good turnout," said club
member Annie Brown.
Peterson said throughout
the week hikes or climbs up
Logan Canyon are always
planned. Studmts join
beuause they can rock climb
without personal gear, or
because they're simply looking for someone to go hiking,
climbing, snow-shoeing or
back-country skiing with, he
said.
Smdents can contact duh
president Kit Peterson or vicepresident Bryan Cardell at 7878434 for more information.

em portion, Gaughan said.
The park service calls it "a
nearly 100-mile long warp in
the Earth's crust." It contains
exposed layers of rock that
intertwine Fremont culture and
pioneer history, she said. Any
passenger car can navigate the
gravel portions of\Vaterpocket
Fold road, but in wet conditions a high clearance vehicle is
recommended, she said.
Four-wheel drive vehicles
are recommended for the
Cathedral Valley, a spectacular
but little-known section in the
north en<l of the park, she said.

Gaughan said no
dogs are allowed on
any trail within the
park and visitors
during the summer
months should be
aware of the possibility of flash
floods. Visitors
should also not
feed the park
wildlife and be prepared. There are
no gas stations or
grocery stores
within park boundaries, she said.

Election resultswill affect
environmental issues
This y<'ar's general election
has the potential to be the most
important for environmental
issues in many years.
Since 1992, there has been
a division
~----------~
between the
White House and
~
Congress, which
~
has led the passing of environmental leg1slat1on wr l rt
nearly to a standwO V€ Oil
still. This year,
however, races
for many seats are
close, and the
presidential elec tion, according to
USA Today, is the
closest in 30 years. Having a
single partisan majority in control of the federal government
would make it easier for either
party to pursue their issues.
This could have a dramatic
effect on outdoor recreation
and environmental protection,
nationally and locally.
If George W. Bush wins the
presidency and the Republicans
gain control the White House,
environment a l issues will be
controlled primarily by state
governments According to
Bush's issue statement, there is
too much federal control over
land. According to his Web site,
local governments should have
the responsibility of governing
their own lands.
Local leaders know better
than the federal government
how to manage lands and
maximize both environmental
protection and economic wellbeing, Bush said.
Bush's environmental record
is frowned upon by many environmental groups, which claim

his record in Texas is proof of
his low regard for environmenta! policies. Texas is ranked
49th in spending for state
parks, and Houston was ranked
last year by
the EPA as
having the
...
. ,_ ,. worst air pollution for a
metropolitan
area in the
United States.
With
Democrats in
control, the
federal government will
continue the
recent
increase in national park and
monument designations, federal environmental protection
laws and spending. If the
Democrats win a majority in
Congress, the passing of federal
environmental protection bil Is
will increase.
Republicans fear that with
Democrats in power, environmental legislation will eclipse
the need for continued economic growth. They fear businesses will have to increase
spending to comply with new
environmental regulations that
call for a higher standard.
Those expenses will be passed
on to the consumer and could
have a trickle effect on economic prosperity.
There is also the growing
interest in third party politics.
These new parties spawn new
ideas and promote ideas that
may not win an election but
get people thinking and
addressing issues. The Green
Party, for example, is known
for its pro-environmental and

OUJDQQRS
Jim

anti -cooperate position. These
issues are be ing discussed and
receiving media coverage .
For example, the presidential nomination of the Green
Party is Ralph Nader , a veteran
lobbyist against large cooperations . Business Week had a
cover story documenting and
criticizing the role of cooperation in elections. The effect
may not be direct, but it definitely forces a broader view of
policy.
No matter who wins the
presidency and a majority in
Congress , the effects will be felt
locally. Management plans at
national monuments like the
Escalante-Grand Staircase will
reflect the influence of the
dominating political party . The
future of the controversial
Legacy Highway largely
depends on who is elected
governor of Utah. Many bills
involving access and wilderness of Utah's public lands
have been proposed by senators and representatives from
Utah . Local county and city
officials will dictate the future
of open areas in Cache Valley
and the future development of
Logan Canyon.
The future of our land is dictated by politics. No matter how
many surveys or studies are
made, politicians rnake the ultimate decisions. Environmental
issues are not all voters' priorities but they do affect everybody. Students have the power
to make a difference by becoming educated and voting.
Jim Wolverton is a senior
majoring in journalism.
Comments can be sent to
jwolverton@hotmail .com
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Cowboy Christmas Show

ICE SKATERS CAN WORK on their figure-eights year-round on the man-made rink behind Sun Valley

Lodge. lt is a favorite practice rink for members of the U.S. figure skating team./Christopher Reynolds photo

istoric Idaho resort dra"W"s
isitors year-round to valley USU

December

12, in the Kent Concert Hall

Tickets can be purchased:
Ticket

master

located

in the spectrum

HRISTOPHER REYNOLDS

USU ticket master located in the Taggart Student Center

os Angeles Times

When you stand atop Bald
uuntain and survey the slopes
elow, the intimate grid of
owntown Ketchum and the
awtooth Mountains all around,
ou have to admit that 1936
as a guu<l year for Count Felix
chaffgotsch of Austria.
It was then that young
Schaffgotsch, a sometime ski
instrnctor hired by Union
Pacific Railroad Chairman W
Averell Harriman, found this
patch of high, dry, scarcely peopled central I<lahu.
This, the count declared,
having already spurned Jackson
Buie, Aspen and Salt Lake City,
was the place. This would be
the best spot for North
merica 's first European-style
ki resort. And so Harriman
pought a roughly 4,000-acre
anch, bankrolled the invention
f the modern chairlift and
ilt and opened a destination
leiresort - all before 1936 was
ver. He also persuaded Ernest
I 1ingway~Gary Cooper and
vanous ocher celebrities to set
the tone for the place by visitg in the resort's earliest years.
Sixty-four years later, the
resort still draws the rich and
ous, and these days summer
ings more visitors than winter.
In July, I myself was attractd by the valley's scenery and
story, but I was afraid of
todginess and that feeling of
ing forgotten you sometimes
et from a resort in the wrong
ason.
The ride up 9,150-foot Bald
Mountain from the River Run
chairlift was enough to halt
those worries. As you rise, you
sec your options spread across
the valley: the hikers, the bikers,
the anglers in Big Wood River,
the skaters (on ice and pavement), the boutique browsers of
upscale downtown Ketchum
(the valley's commercial hub) ,
an<lthe prospective home buyers there, who face a median
housing cost of about $700,000.
Although swollen by wealthy
cahin-building part-tim ers from
\Vashington and California, the
year-round population in the
Woo<l River Valley, including
Ketchum, Sun Valley, the
condo village of Elkhorn and
the towns of Hailev and
Bellevue (where m;ny of Sun
Valley's service workers live), is
estimated at 15,000.
Since 1994, says Sun Valley
Resort spokesman Jack Sibbach,
July and August have consistently surpassed December,
January and Febrnary as the
resort's busiest months, with
occupanc y running more than
85 percent . Since 1998 the
resort has been running lifts in
summer to carry mountain bikers an<lsightseers up Bald
Mountain. (A snack bar and

By calling toll free 1-888-878-2831
By calling 1-435-797-0305
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Why does S.E. Needham
Jewelers import diamonds
from Antwerp, Belgium?

RAFTERS AND KA YAKE RS try out the Salmon River near Stanley,
ldaho northwest of Su11Valley./Christopher Reynolds photo
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picnic tables wait on top.)
The resort is roomy, and so is
the mountain. Resort statistics
show that the ski lifts, which
carry about 2,900 skiers a day in
winter, carry about 300 people
per day in summer, of whom
fewer than 50 bring hikes.
I made sure to reserve rooms
before arriving, and I saw quite
a few "No Vacancy" signs dur ing the weekend, especially in
the area's few old motels, such
as the Ski View Lodge and the
Ketchum Korral (both of which
offer very rnstic rooms and cabins in the $55-to-$90 range, and
both of which are up for sale).
But I never felt crowded - on
the mountain, on town streets
or in the shops. I checked into
the Sun Valley Lodge the first
night and was provided with a
comfortable and spacious room
for $154 a night.
The lodge, whose 1936 walls
are concrete slabs stained and
styled to resemble logs, is well
appointe<l. Its 148 rooms are
surrounded by all sorts of
amenities, from golf course,
tennis courts , fancy dining
room and casual restaurants to
glass-enclosed pools, skeetshooting setup, howling alley
and opera house (which serves
as a movie theater most of the
time). The complex also
includes six luxury cottages, the
113-ruum Sun Valley Inn
(cheaper than the lodge) and
about 600 condominiums , all
built since 1965. Must are privately owned, but the lodge
rents out more than 100 of
them.
On my first mornin g in the
vallev, I drove over to the
resort's River Run ski lodge at
the base of Bald Mountain,
rented a bike ($40, but you can

81KE RIDERS MAKE their way along a trail on Bald Mountain. It is

one of the many trails ringing Sun Valley./Christopher Reynolds photo
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find bikes for $5 tu $8 less),
bought a lift ticket ($20 in summer, a fraction of the winter
price) and spent several hours
bouncing down the mountain
on a conveyance called a K2
Disco Monkey.
There are 28 miles of summer hiking and biking trails on
the mountain. I hooke<l up with
a group of locals, and we spent
three hours covering nearly half
of them, a descent that took us
from 9,000 feet above sea level
to 6,000 feet. We rambled most
of the way on dusty, 3-footwide trails, sometimes crossing
open slopes, more often threading between trees and braking
for hairpin turns near the
mountain's base.
For rafting, look northwest
(about 90 minutes from Sun
Valley up Idaho Route 75) to the
hamlet of Stanley and the
stretch of the Sahnon River just
above it. Pressed for time, I took
a S67.50 half-day excursion with
tl1e River Co . in Stanley - a
pleasant, family-friendly float
that covered about 12 miles of
river in two hours. On the sixpoint scale that river runners use
to grade severity of rapids, this
stretch generates nothing more
than a few 2s and 3s.
For hikino-, a visitor in
greater Ketchum finds nearly
limitless options . The most
striking are in the Sawtooth
National Recreation Area,
which covers a gorgeous chunk
of land between Ketchum and
Stanley. There are 40 peaks
over 10,000 feet, 300 high
mountain lakes and segments of
t~e Sahnon, Snake and Payette
nvers.
In between outdoorsy excursions, Ketchum and Sun Valley
serve up plenty of amusements,
from the Saturday night iceskating shows on the rink
behin<l Sun Valley Lodge to
arty spots such as the 6,000square-foot Gail Severn Gallery
in Ketchum.
A few blocks from
Ketchum's shopping streets lies
the Ketchum Cemetery, where
literary visitors make a pilgrimage. Here , under a pair of tall
evergr eens, lie Ernest
Hemingway and his fourth and
last wife, Mary Welsh
Hemingway.
Hemingway is another part
of Sun Valley's summer identity.
He didn't like skiing, and when
the resort invited him , he chose
to come in Septemb er 1939.
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This is Qene Needham hand-selectingdiamonds in Antwerp, Belgium

Tune in to l(VTN Channel 12 the week of
September25th Mon-Satand find out why S.E.
Needham; imports diamonds directly from the
cutters of Antwerp, Belgium.Also, learn all you
have to know to buy your diamond engagement
nng.
BroadcastTimes:
9/25 - Monday 5:30 pm
9/26 - Tuesday10:30
9/27 - Wednesday 11:00 pm
9/28 - Thursday TBA
9/29 - Friday 5:30 pm
9/30 - Saturday 11:00 am
*Keepthis scheduleand n1akesure you tune inl

141 N. Main
NewHours
Mon- Fri 9:30- 8:00
Sat .til 6:00

752-7149

Middleof theblock,
at theSignof theclock.

www.seneedham.com
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The
Parking
Office is
Moving~

FILMDEVELOPING

The Parkin9 Office is
relocatin9 to the buildin9
formerly occupied by
Tech Services just north
of the softball

~,

diamond on

Thursday,September 28 and Friday,
September29. No
business will be performed at the office these days.
The Visitor Information Center located at the
entrance to the Parkin9 Terrace will accept citation
payments, appeals and will issue temporary permits
for these days only. Full parkin9 service will resume
at our new location on Monday, October 2. We
apolo9ize for the inconvenience.
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Fo r experienced anglers
and first-time fisherman alike,
Cashe Valley offers the "perfect catch ."
T he chance of catching
fish for less-experienced fishermen is around 7 5 to 90 percent, said Kent Sorenson,
regio n al fisher ies manager for
Cache Valley. Someone who
has never fished before has
even less of a chance, so an
inexperie nced fisherman
shoul d bring alon g a fairly
accomplished angler their
first time out, he said.
Logan River, Bla~k Smith
Fork, Hyrum Dam, Newton
Dam, Bear River, Porcupine
Reservo ir, Little Bear River,
Tony Grove, First Dam and
Third Dam are all very good
spots to fish, he said.
AJI of these regularly stock
fish duri ng the summer, said
Mark Oakey, fishin& department manager at Al's
Sporting Goods. It is easy
access to go and catch fish.
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There is a perception,
widely held in the public eye,
that years spent at college are
the best years of one's life.
They' re supposed to be full
of experiences, or so the
maxim goes. Students travel,
see the world, have fun and
learn about life in the
process.
"Trave l and/or study
abroad is an oppornmity for
students to expand their hori-

zons ... to make the world a
smaller place," said Kay
Forsyth, director of Utah
State University's Study
Abroad program.
Travel - whether international or domestic - gives
students a look at the things
that make the world a diverse
place culturally, geographica!ly and otherwise, Forsyth
said.
For many students, however, one thing stands in the
way of all that - money. And
students need not be constrained by lack of money.
"Just shop around,"
Forsyth said. "Not only Web
sites, but local travel agents
offer discounted airfare."
The Study Abroad office
offers ways for students to
find that discounted airfare,
as well as other discounts
Forsvth said.
The office sells discount
cards, available to all registered students, that travelers
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day fishing license is $11; and
a seasona l fishing license is
$20 for residents ages 14
through 65 and $9 for residents over 65 years.
For nonresidents the seasonal price is $42 for peop le
14 and older; a day license is
$7 and a seven-day license is
$17.
"For fly fishing I like to
use artificial flies," Oakey
said. "The Caddis Fly works
really well. May flies are very
predominant in the rivers up
here," he said.
"The best thing I've found
for Logan River is arti ficial
flies and lures on ly - things
that don't represent true
insects that are big and colorful attract fish," Sore nson
said .
Each fishing spot has its
own regu lations on how ma.ny
fish one person can catch per
day and the kinds of bait and
lures allowed, Sorenson said.
A comp lete list of limits
and lures for each location
can be found by calling
Oakey at 752-5151.

Studentscanfind cheaptravel- if theyshop around

Game
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Fishing season is open
year-round, except for East
Fork, Little Bear River and its
tributaries and part of the
Logan River. East Fork is
closed Aug.15 through Sept.
29. From the highway bridge
at Red Banks Campground
upstream to the Idaho state
line, including all tributaries,
is closed Jan. l to 6 a.m. on
the second Saturday of July to
protect spawning fish,
Sorenson said.
Before an annual fishing
license is purchased, persons
14 and older must purchase
an annual ·wildlife Habitat
Authorization . One -day fishing licenses, reciprocal fishing
stamps and ~pe.ciallicenses do
not fall under this rule. A
fishing license can be purchased for the day, week or
season. A person younger
than 14 can fish without a
license, but is only allowed
half of the bag limit or the
maximum limit one person is
legally allowed per <lay.
For residents a one-day
fishing license is $6; a seven-
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or wearing a fanny pack
around the waist. She said
travelers can't ever be too
careful with cash, trave lers
checks, passports and their
travel itinerary .
ASTA warns travelers no t
to put items like these in bags
that will be checked during
the flight.
After arriving at her
intended destination, a trave ler should be certain all her
checked luggage is at the bag gage claim. T he ASTA suggests travelers ensure thei r
luggage gets to the right place
by making sure it's locked,
removing old claim checks,
keeping a copy of the itiner ary and an address with yo ur
luggage, and checking luggage
early so it will make it to th e
originating flight and the connecting flight. The ASTA
suggests that travelers repo rt
missing luggage as quickly as
possible.
Forsyth explained t he
importance of knowing where
safe places are in t he area you
a traveling - no t only at
night, but also duri ng th e day.
"Traveling in pairs and letting your family know where
you are is important," Forsyt h
said.
She also said travelers
should know and unde rstand
the current political status of
any countries they go into .

Fishing in Cache Valley is catchin ' on

Assistant Features Editor
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Mark Twain once said,
"Travel is fatal to pr ejudice,
bigotry and narrow-mindedness ... "
That's the basis of why
people travel: To learn and
grow from new places and
experie nces. How much growing can be done by a traveler
trekking across Europe lugging four pieces of heavy luggage, or wh ose money was
stolen in London, or who ran
out of clean underwear in
Mila n and is freezing because
she thought Germany would
be warm in Octobe r ?
T he following suggestions
migh t help travelers avoid
these disasters.
"Airlines can refuse to
accept fragile or damaged
pieces (of luggage)," said the
Ame rican Society of Travel
Agents (ASTA) \Veb site.
T he ASTA also stresses
travelers know in advance
how man y bags they can
chec k in or carry on, and size
and weight restrictions. These
regulatio ns vary from airline
to airline.
Now, what should you
pack?
"Pack your bags with
everyth in g you want and then
take out a third," said Kay
Fo rsyth , director of the study
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abroad program at Utah State
University.
Forsyth also advised travelers pack "simple things that
mix and match."
The ASTA suggests choosing a wardrobe of basics that
coordinate around one or two
colors to help deal with space
limitations.
Before deciding the types
of clothes to take, "check seasonal weather conditions for
the area to which you will be
traveling and include the
necessities such as a raincoat
or warm clothmg as appropriate." the ASTA said.
In a pamphlet from USU
study abroad, Rick Steves, a
writer and avid traveler, tells
of a time he traveled to
London without bringing the
right clothes.
"I didn't even pack right.
\Vhen locals retake their city
in winter, dress is more formal. Climate charts are unreliable, so it's especially important to layer clothing," Steves
said. "The weather was surprisingly mild and I had only
a heavy ski coat - out of style
and wav too hot."
Another question raised by
would-he travelers is what to
do with valuables. Forsyth
stressed carrying valuables "as
close to your body as possible." She suggested concealing a neck pouch under a shirt
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can use to get discounts on
airline tickets, hote ls, museums and other traveling
needs, Forsyth said. The
cards are used with local travel agents and other compa nies and cost $22 in the
Study Abroad office, Taggart
Student Center, Room 304.
But Forsyth said she wasn't endorsing the student
identity card as superior to
other methods of trave l;
rather, she said, it is one of
many options students can
find if they take the time to
look.
Doing an Internet search
using key words such as
"cheap airfare" brings up
Web page after Web page
that offer airline auctions,
comparison shopping and
links to airline and travel
agency Web sites.
Many travel agencies also
offer, from their Web sites or
in their offices, special travel
discounts for students.
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~Cheneysaid Gorefailed to speak truth
~bout Medicareplan and the Internet
Gore's claim that his romance
with wife Tipper inspired the
novel "Love Story" and an
anecdote that proved inaccurate
about how much his motherii:i-lawpays for arthritis medicme.
Cheny said Gore has a conflict of interest because he
advocated keeping a moratorium on royalties U.S. companies
would have to pay to drill for
,,,
natural gas in the Gulf
·
-...., of Mexico - a
~,, . measure that
would benefit
\
Occidental

KAREN GULU

AssociatedPras

TROY, Mch. - Dick
Cheney char~ed on Tuesday
that Al Gore"has failed to
speak the tnrh" about all sorts
of things, fran claiming he
helped inven the Internet to
misrepresentng the Republican
presidential icket's Medicare
plan.
In a speech at a Polish
cultural cent!r, the GOP
vice preside1tial candidate accusecGore of
"distorted aid demagogic" char:cterizations
~~,
of George V. Bush's
\.
Gore famiprescriptio~drug plan
n:~h ly trust
for Medicar, and fresenthas holded a laundl")list o other
ings in
Gore assertons that he
, ....
called "not rue. False."
---.:
.·
Occidental
Cheney 2id seniors would
stock.
be much beter off with Bush's
Medicare pan, saying Gore's
proposal "i•not leadership, it's ginmickry." '.~,
..:;..:· •·
Cheneynas been ~,~ ,
Cheney
stepping ur his criti~ · ~ti~~
'i;&
said Gore
cism of theDemocratic
· should
presidentia candidate on a
recuse himself from energy polswing thro1gh battleground
icy decisions or have the family
states. On vionday, he accused
trust divest the stock. Cheney
Gore of a ,onflict of interest
himself has been accused by
because o!oil holdings in a
Democrats of a conflict of
family tru !f.
interest for advocating domes"Our mponent Al Gore has
tic oil exploration that could
failed to sjeak the truth on a
benefit a company he ran and
number ofoccasions," Cheney
in which he owns stock.
said in hisspeech, mentioning
The Gore campaign said

·,t,

'
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Cheney was just trying to divert
attention from his own ties to
big oil and asserted that Gore
has no control over the trust's
investments.
The dustup came as Cheney
visited plant floors, schools and
business groups across the battleground states of Ohio and
Michigan to advertise Bush's
tax plan and education proposals.
Cheney was also scheduled
to visit Detroit and
Philadelphia on Tuesday.
On Monday, Cheney gave a
speech at Traverse Heights
Elementary School in Traverse
City, Mich., telling about 250
parents and teachers that Bush
favors giving schools more local
control to set standards for
testing pupils and using those
tests as a means to measure
whether schools are doing a
good job educating children.
Schools that don't measure
up would lose federal funding.
Bush wants to redirect the
money to parents, who would
get $1,500 in federal money to
send their kids to private
schools or hire tutors.
The proposal, similar to
voucher systems under consideration in some states, is critiRETIREMENT
cized by some who say it takes
money from public schools that
are already struggling and is
favored by some parents who
want to send their kids to private schools but can't afford it.
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WASFINGTO r - A
long-stalhl bill renewing
landmarkfederal programs for
victims o domestic violence
passed tre House on Tuesday
after Presdent Clinton
accused 1,wmakersof treating
the measlfe like a political
football.
The renewal of the
Violence Against Women Act,
1which pa.sed 415-3, authorizes
$3.6 billim over five years for
progra1mthat include law
enforcerrent and judicial train-lhg, gr.uts fordomestic violence sMters, child abuse prevention 1rograms and a
national lomestic violence hot
{'Jine. It wis originally passed in
1

1994.
Ii Mem>ers voting against the
-fneasurewere Republican
Reps. &!en Chenoweth-Hage
of Ida he,John Hostettler of
Indiana and Mark Sanford Jr.
of Sout1 Carolina.
L "Donestic violence is a
~ationa tragedy," said Rep .
ConnieMorella, R-Md ., sponsor of ne legislation.
"Reaunorization ... will continue n provide safe alterna tives frr victims while helping
them o rebuild their lives and
the liv-!sof their children .' '
Sail Rep. Sheila Jackson
, Lee, D-Texas: "This bill is
crucd. It is necessary. It is
imperative."
President Clinton said he
was 1leased the House acted.
"'Jhis vote affirms our commitoent to support the work

of state and local prosecutors,
law enforcement agencies and
health care and social service
professionals throughout the
country who every day
respond to women who 'are
victims of domestic violence,
stalking and sexual assault,"
Clinton said in a statement.
The landmark measure is to
expire Sept. 30. Legislation to
reauthorize the law has broad
bipartisan support but has
been held up in the lastminute crush of bills as
Congress tries to meet a
planned Oct. 6 adjournment
date.
Judiciary Chairman Rep.
Henry Hyde, R-Ill., said even
if the bill has not received final
passage by Saturday's expiration, action has been taken to
keep money flowing. "It
remains a priority of this
Congress," Hyde said.
On Monday, speaking
before an audi~nce that
included many women who
were victims of family abuse,
Clinton told Congress: "It is
wrong to delay this one more
hour. Schedule the vote."
The president said the bill
is being "used as a political
football in Washington" as
both parties jockey for advantage in the final days of the
session.
The measure remains with out a key provision that would
allow rape victims to sue their
attackers in federal court . The
Supreme Court said in May
that it is up to states, not
Congress, to choose whether
to protect women in that way,

Information: TSC 304
797-0601/1253
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Deferring taxes with
TIAA-CREFcan be so
rewarding,you'll wonder
why you didn't do it sooner.

Hour;erenews domestic violence programs
JA1'ELLE CARTER
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and Congressional Democrats
tried but failed this year to
reinstate the provision in
acceptable language.
As left by the Supreme
Court, the law now essentially
provides a federal dispensary
for grants and programs aimed
at preventing family violence
and helping abused spouses normally women - flee it.
The bill awaits action in the
Senate, and Clinton demanded
in his statement that action
come quickly.
"It is now time for the
Senate to act," he said. "With
over 70 sponsors in the
Senate, there is no reason for
delay."
Senate Republicans have
floated the idea of attaching
the legislation to a bill that
would overhaul the nation's
bankruptcy laws. The twinned
proposals would then be
appended to one of the 11
appropriations bills that
Congress still must enact to
keep the government in opera-

IT'SEASY
TOSAVE
MORE
THROUGH
THEPOWER
OFTAXDEFERRAL

Oneof the fastestwaysto build a retirement nest egg
1sthrough tax-deferred SupplementalRetirement
Annu1t1es(SRAs
) from TIAA-CREF.

$102,068

With funds automaticallydeductedfrom your paycheck
,
you can easilybuild 1ncorri.eto supplementyour pension
and SocialSecurity
.
•

$67,514
Ta.x--ddcrrcJ ~v mg3 afk r ta.,c~

■ Af

$41,232

And your contributions to SRAsgrow undiminished
by taxesuntil you withdrawthe funds.* Add to that
TIAA-CREF's
solidhistoryof investmentperformance,
bolsteredby our commitmentto keeping expenseslow,
and you havemore moneyworking for you.

$31,933
$13,052
$11,609

Sowhy wait7 Letus helpyou build a comfortableretireINVEST
ASLITTLE
AS ment today wt h tax-deferred
$25 a month
SRAs
. We think youwill find it
th rough an automatic rewarding·n the yearsto come
1

tion.

payroll plan 1

National Organization for
Women president Patricia
Ireland praised the House for
passing the bill but accused
Republicans of delayin g passage for political advantage. "I
do think that the timing is for
the purpose of having a recent
vote hit the news at a time
when they thought it would be
advantageous ," she said.
Ireland and leaders of other
women's group plan to meet
with Senate staff Wednesday
to urge quick passage of the
bill there.

IO YEARS

bracket shows beuer growth than the same net amount put
into a savings accounl. Total returns and pn nc,pal value of
investments will fluctuate, and yield may vary. The chan
above is presented for illustrative purposes only and does not
reflect actual perfo rman ce, or predict fu1ure resu lts, of any
TIAA-CREF account, or reflect expenses.
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•Note: Underfederal taxlaw, withdrawals prior to age 59½may be
subJect
to restriction
s,and to a 10% add1t1
onal tax.

Ensuring
thefuture
forthosewhoshapeit.'"

1 800.842.2776
www.tiaa-cref.org

Formorecompleteinformation on our securities products, please call 1.800.842 2733, ext. 5509, to request prospectuses. Readthem carefully beforeyou,nvest. 1. Youmaybe able to investup to the IRSmaximumof $10,500 per yearToreceivea personalized calculationof your
maximumcontribution, callTIAA-CREF
at 1 800 842-2776. • TIAA-CREF
Individual andInstitutionalServices,Inc.distributestheCREFand TIAA
RealEstatevariableannuities. • TeachersPersonal Inves
torsServices, Inc.distributesthe Personal Annuities variable annuity component,mutual
fundsandtuition savingsagreements. • TIAA and TIAA-CREFLife InsuranceCo, NewYork, NY,issue,nsurance
and annuItIes.• TIAA-CREF
Trust
Company
, FSBprovides trust services. • Investment products are not FDICinsured, may lose value and are not bank guaranteed.
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USUlooks to extendt

8-gamewin streak
SHEREEN SAUREY

Senior Sports Writer

JOE (LEFT) AND JARED SOLOSABAL played football, basketball and football together in high school in Idaho. Joe, older of the two, has
scored a touchdown as a fullback and Jered has seven tackles as the starting defensive left tackle for USU./Zak Larsen photo

USU's Solosabal brothers do everything together in sports, life
REUBE"i WADS\\ ORl II

AssistantSports Editor
For the Solosabal clan
everything seems to be a family affair. \\'hether its working,
basketball, dating, track or
football -;--they do it together.
Brothers Joe and Jared
polosabal of the Utah State
football team grew up playing
ports together.
In Idaho, both played forward on the Glenns Ferry
High School basketball team.
Both participated in track for
the GFHS Pilots. Joe, the
older of the two bv 17 months,
ran the .relay while Jared threw
the shot-put and discus.
Their father owns a farm
and a cattle ranch. They did
that together, too. They laid
pipe, worked with the cows
and plowed fields of potatoes,
hay and corn with the tractor,
Jared said.
The Solosabals had a lot of
help from their other siblings
on the farm - the family has
10 children,Joe is the seventh
and Jared the eighth.
vVhen they weren't on the
farm, they were working in
their mother's video store.
"\Ve were always working
on the farm or at the video
store - wherever they needed
us," Joe said. "They taught us
how to work - our parents
did - that's for sure."
The brothers had about the
same routine every day in high
schol I. After football practice
each a 'te rnoon they would go

home for dinner. Then they'd
recruited, while USU had won
work in the video store for a
the conference championship
few hours before doing homethat year. Joe decided he'd
work, Joe said.
rather go to the winning pro"\Ve always went to the
gram.
movies together," Joe said.
\VhenJared came home
Jared said the two double from his mission, he followed
dated together. The duo even
Joe to USU,Joe said.
got into trouble together, Joe
Joe said he had a hard time
said, but nothing serious.
introducing himself to the
After high school and servteam this season. He said he
ing missions for the Church of introduced himself as a "utility
Jesus Christ of Latter-day
man." Listed as a linebacker in
Saints - Joe in \Vashington
the team's media guide, Joe has
D.C. and Jared in Nova Scotia
moved to fullback this season
- the duo arc now at USU
after playing mostly special
together. Their two younger
teams last year. He already
sisters have joined them in
scored one touchdown this
Logan to gain residency before year on a 5-yar<l pass from
attending school at USU.
quarterback Jeff Crosbie in the
"vVhat one of us <lidthe
fourth quarter in the first
other followed," Joe said.
game of the season, against
\Vhile Joe was on his misTexas Tech.
sion, former USU coach John
Jared , who played both
L. Snrith told him in a letter to offensive line and defensive
try out for the team when he
line in high school, plays
returned. Ricks College and
defensive tackle at USU. He
Boise State University, only
has played in all three games,
about an hour from the
starting in place of injured
Solosabal home in Glenns
Kate Larsen against Arizona
Ferry, wrote Joe telling him
State last weekend. He record the same thing. Joe decided
ed three unassisted tackles in
not to go back to Ricks after
that game.
his mission because he wanted
Jared and Joe aren 1t the
to play at a four-year school.
only football players in the
BSU wanted Joe to play
family. Their father and older
linebacker, and even though he brothers, John and Jim, also
had played linebacker and run- . played football.John played
ning back in high school, he
offensive lineman and was at
didn't want to commit. He
Brigham Young University for
came to USU and the Aggie
a time before going to Ricks.
coaches told him he could play Jim, a linebacker, tried out at
running back, which he found
Ricks with Joe, but hurt his
attractive. The Broncos were
knee and wasn't able to play.
2-10 the year he was being
Their father was really good in

high school and then tried out
at Ricks but didn't end up liking it there, Joe said.
Jared said he likes playing
football at USU with his
brother because they encourage each otht:r, tell each other
what the other is doing wrong
and cheer each other on.
Jared said Joe keeps him
motivated.Joe walked on the
team and got a scholarship the
next year, Jared said. Jared
hopes to do the same. He is
not on scholarship now, but
said he thinks he will be next
~eason.
Surprisingly, the brothers'
togetherness doesn't stop with
sports, dating or working.
Both have the same major outdoor recreation management.
"I wanted to work outside,"
Jared said.
Jared admitsJoe had an
influence on his choice of
ma1or.
A.~with most everything,
USU games have turned into a
family affair for the Solosabals .
The whole family, almost 50
people, attended the game
against Southern Utah Sept. 9,
Joe said. The Solosabal's parents and a grandmother made
the trip to Tempe for the
Arizona State contest last
week.Joe said he has to find a
lot of tickets to the BSU game.
Like the SUU game, there
should be 50 Solosabals in the
audience when the Aggies
travel to Boise Nov. 11, Joe
said.

The Utah State University
women's volleyball team will
host California Polytechnic
State University and the
University of California at
Santa Barbara this weekend for
its first two home conference
matches of the season.
The Aggies have improved
to a 10-3 record and are currently in an eight-game winning streak, the longest the
team has recorded since 1980.
This is its best season-opening
record since 1979, and the first
time ever in the history of the
Big West Conference that the
Aggies have started league play
with a 2-0 record.
The Aggies face Cal Poly
Thursday night and will go up
against UC Santa Barbara
Saturday night. Both matches
will begin at 7 p.m. in the
Spectrum.
Conference play began last
weekend when USU faced the
University of California, Irvine,
and California State University
at Fullerton. Although thP
Aggies defeated each school,
both teams took USU to five
games before the Aggies could
claim victory. In the other wins
during the streak, USU has
been clinching matches in just
three or four games. Head
coach Tom Peterson said the
difference was consistency.
"In both matches, we went
up pretty early and pretty big,"
he said. "Against UC Irvine, we
won 15-5 in the first game and
then they came back to win 155 in the second. That's a fairly
big turnaroud. We have to be
more consistent."
Looking forward to more
conference play the remainder
of the season, Peterson said the
team needs to place third in the

Juut ANNGROSSHA~S
Staff Writer
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Youcan't lo:eto
teamsyou beatlast
year."
- Tom Pe·erson,
head coach,
USU volleybal team

Big West to guaranee a spot
into the NCAA pla:pffs.
"Last year, we we:e on the
bubble," Peterson sad. "We
were fifth, and a lot ,f people
thought we were go1d enough
to go, but they only cok the
top four in the Big Vest."
\Vhile Peterson sad he
believes every match is a mustwin, he pointed out tiat Cal
Poly and UC Santa Iarbara are
teams the Aggies mut defeat in
order to advance to tte NCAA
tournament.
"You can't lose to earns you
beat last year, and y0t have to
beat at least one of th1teams
that beat you last year"
Peterson said. "That vay, you
take one of those teans' NCAA
spots."
Last year, the Aggieslost to
both Cal Poly and UC Santa
Barbara. AJl-time, theA.ggies
are 1-9 against the Mtstangs
and 3-24 against the Gauchos.
The Mustangs are curently in
fifth in the Big West, vhile the
Gauchos are second aid ranked
No. 6 in the nation. U,U is
currently on top of theconference standings.
"We hope we're not overlooking Cal Poly," Peterson
said. "These are both '.'!ry
111
important games for w this
weekend."

i in
the favor of the Aggies.
Tne cards look to

H

Against Idaho, UtahState
holds a 2-0 record winring
I
Continuing its trend of
2-1 in 1998 and 3~2in ·999_ .r;
packing and unpacking, the
01
Scoring three goals md
Utah State women's soccer
having one assistin the >icteam travels to Moscow,
tory over Youngst◊wn Sate
Idaho, to take on the
Saturday, Marnie Banehon
University of Idaho on
will"bring.firepower to tie
Thursday. The Aggies will
>
then head to Cheney, Wash., game on Thursday. He.r
1
three goals during the gane
to take on the Eastern
11
is a new career high for !Oals
Washington University
jn a game. Bartelson .isti1d
Eagles Saturday.
with teammate Brigid
·
Despite their recent win
Turner as USU's all-time
against Youngstown State
University, the Aggies hold a leader for pointS scored ii a
single game.
2~5record.
Helping out Bartelson
Head coach Stacey Enos
Ally Clegg .had three assi~
said being on the road can
- a USU record ~ dufi.ns
be draining, but that 1snot
the game against the
why the Aggieshave been
Penguins. She also holds tie
losing.
USU recordfor shors take1
"It's a lack of focus,"she
said. "Against UTEP it was a in a single game - eight.
Although the Aggies
pbysicalgarne and we lost
played well in their recent
our composure.''
garnet one thing holds them
Hoping to stop the hot
back.
streak that the Vandals have
"We are a very injured
been on, the Aggies wilJ try
to hand Idaho the team's first team," Enos said.
With that, the team hru
loss in five games. Freshman
to play smart and start read• .
Emily .Nelson leads the
in~ each other more, she
Vandals with eight goats and
said.
one assist this season.

i

Improvingwill be a toughtaskfor hockeyclub
REUBE'< WADSWORTH

AssistantSports Editor

CLUB celebrates after winning the RMCHA championship last season. The Aggies will be missing a coach and key players this
THE USU HOCKEY

year./ Dann) Wilson photo

The Utah State University hockey
club has a lot to live up to this year. Last
season was the best the team has ever
had.
The Aggies won the Rocky Mountain
Collegiate Hockey Association title and
placed fifth in the national tourney.
They ended up with a 22-4-2 regular
season record, including a I9-game winning streak - the longest in the team's
historv - after a tie in the first game.
Bui:most important about last season
. to many of the players was a 3-1 record
against arch rival '.Veber State
.
University. U SU beat the \Vildcat~ m
the R,_\fCHA championship game with a
score of 5-2.
Aggie defenseman Danny \Vilson said

his squad is a good looking team that is
comparable to the last few years. He said
he thinks this year's team will be as exciting, if not more exciting than last year's.
The Aggies lost team captains Nate
Anderson and Alan Babicky, plus goaltender Eric Moldenhauer from last season, but still expect to be strong.
In fact, fellow defenseman Aaron
Sutliff said the team has replaced
Moldenhauer with an even better goaltender, former first-team all-national
player Quincy Martin. Another k_ey
addition to the team is Nathan Pierce, a
talented defenseman from Sandy, said
USU assistant captain Aaron Burrell.
"It's good to get a Utah-bred boy,"
Burrell said.
.
Joining Burrell with the captain · ~
duties this season are Ryan Keys, captain , and Deryk Anderson, assistant cap-

tain.
Sutliff said he thinks USU's bigge}t
loss was on its coaching staff. Assista.11t
coach Greg Gutterman will not be
returning this season.
.
"I've never been coached by a coach
as knowledgeable as him," Sutliff said.
Sutliff said there have been rumors
going around recently that the team fill
be shallow this year. That will not be the
case because the veterans have taken up
the slack, he said.
All three players said the team ~hould
be in the RMCHA title game again this
year, hut each agreed the competition in
the league has become a little tougher.
Weber State is looking better than
► SEE HOCKEY
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Mohlman has been a part
of a trio of Aggie leaders
team?
DM: I think there were good
things that we had before,
and there's better things we
have now. I think the coaching now fits our style of
playing better. Our freshman
and sophomore years, the
coaching was so strict. Now
we're more free in our play.
We're able to try things that
we weren't allowed to do
before. [Head coach] Tom
(Peterson] just lets us play.
We compete in practice that's all we do in practice is
compete. So that carries over
to the matches. I think it
makes a big difference.
US: Who are some of the
biggest influences in your
life?
DM: My family. They are
great. I love my parents. If I
could one day be half the
parents they are, it would be
amazing. They support me
in everything I do. They
come to as many matches as
they can. They're from
Seattle, so sometimes it's
hard, but they do the best
they can. My parents have
always been there for me and
all my brothers and sisters.
I'm the youngest, so they've
been supporting athletes for
almost 15 ye'ars.
US: So your siblings are also
athletes?
DM: Yes. My sisters both
played volleyball, and that's
how I kind of got into it . .My
brothers both play ... not on
a team, but they've all influenced me.
US: When did you start
playing volleyball?
DM: My family would play

SHEREEN SAUREY

Senior Sports Writer

Utah Statesman: Why do
you think you were named
USU athlete of the week?
Denae Mohlman: Well,
we've been on a winning
streak and I think when a
team's winning, they look at
that. And that's nice. I hope
we keep it up. But [the
recognition] is not just for
me. It just happens that I
had a lot of kills in our last
match. But it's the team that
is contributing. It's a team
effort, not just me.
US: How do you feel about
being a team leader?
DM : It's so fun! It's been so
nice because we all
(Mohlman, Amy Crosbie and
Melissa Schoept) have been
together for the four years,
we all started when we were
freshmen and have played
the whole way through. It's
fun being seniors; it's just
weird that it's almost over.
Each of us has our own style
of leading and I think all
those styles mesh well
together.
US: What has contributed to
the team's current winning
streak?
DM: I think just the fact
that we're starting to have
more confidence in ourselves. We know we can win.
Not that we are cocky. But
just the confidence that we
have I think has helped us a
lot in these last eight matches.
US: How has the change in
coaching, beginning in your
junior year, improved the

Denae
Mohlman

Senior
~liddle
blocker,
Shoreline,
Wash.
(Shoreline
HS)

6-foot-O
,
Vs.CalStateFullerton
• season-high
25kills
• onlythreeerrors
• .579 hittingpercentagt;

when I was little, but I didn't
play organized volleyball
until seventh grade. Then I
started playing club volleyball in ninth grade. It has
been so much fun!
US: Do you have any superstitions or rituals you do
before a match?
DM: You know, I don't.
Some people do, but I don't.
Not for volleyball, anyway.
US: What do you do before
a match?
DM: Try to relax. I don't get
really nervous. But sometimes when I get too tense, I
don't play as well. If I can
relax and focus on the game,
tlrnt's the most important
thing. Sometimes I'll listen
to music that pumps me up,
you know, makes me get all,
Aaah! I'm going to get out
there and get aggressive!'
Other times I'll listen to
Enya or something that just
mellows me out, because I
need to take a deep breatl1
and relax. It just depends on
my mood.
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Fo~ inks deal with MlB
ward," NBC Sports president
Ken Schanzer said Wednesday
(Tuesday EDT) from Sydney,
Australia.
ESPN spokesman Mike
Soltys would not comment on
whether the cable channel
decided to kee'p its playoffs
rights. ESPN is owned by
The Walt Disney Co., as is
ABC.
A baseball official, speaking
on the condition he not be
identified, confirmed ESPN
passed, saying the decision was
partly based on price and partly because ABC wasn't interested in the network package.
ESPN began an $800 million, six-year regular season
contract this season, with
about $40 million attributed
to this year.

HOWARD FENDRICH

Associated Press

NEW YORK (AP) - Fox
landed exclusive TV rights to
major league baseball's postseason and All-Star game from
2001-2006 with an offer of
about $2.5 billion, The
Associated Press learned.
NBC and ESPN declined
to match Fox's offer for their
postseason packages by
Tuesday's deadline.
Major league baseball
planned to announce the deals
Wednesday, a baseball official
said on the condition he not
be identified.
"We have notified major
league baseball that we have
passed on their offer and we
wish them well going for-
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From Page 8
last year, Burrell said. Sutliff
said the Wildcats didn't lose
anyone and have added an
excellent goaltender. The
University of Utah has also
improved from last season,
Burrell said.
Burrell said the success of
the squad all depends on team
chemistry. He said if the players are having fun, they should

have a good showing in the
RMCHA tourney.
"I'm sure we'll be in the
final," he said.
"It's going to be a fun one,"
Wilson said of this season. "I'm
looking forward to kicking ass."
The Aggies' first game will
be at home against the
University of Southern
California Friday.

.
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Half-price
meal

CENTERPIECE
Bohn mastering the mental game
AARON MORTON

Sports Editor

Buy one meal and get a second meal of
equal or lesser value 1/2 off

690 N. Main • 752-9252

-----------------------------------------

For a ring as uniQUe
as you are
Visit the manufacturing
showroom at Marcelle;
whereyou can createa
ring as uniQueas
you~love.

After making less than half
his field goals last season,
USU kicker Brad Bohn is
back on track this year,
hitting 4 of 5 in three
games.
Bohn is again kicking like he did his
sophomore season
where he kicked nine
field goals in a row twice.
For his efforts
BRAD
Saturday, kicking two
field goals of 38 and
36 yards against Arizona State
University, he earned the Big
West Conference special
teams player of the week. It is
the sixth honor of his career
- the most any Aggie has
had except Demario Brown,
who earned eight.
"I thought Brad played
really well," said head coach
Nlick Dennehy. "He had a
couple of balls, where I don't
think the snap and the hold
were as clean as you would
like to see them, yet he kicked
the ball through very nicely."
"I'm getting back into the
groove," Bohn said.
His outlook has improved,
he said. Despite getting down
on himself last season during
a stretch where he missed 7of-9, he now sees those misses

in a different light. He kicked
well, he said, but ma,ny were
blocked or taken back because
of penalties.
Bohn is currently on a
streak of four straight successful field goals. He
made seven of his last
nine, counting back to
last year.
"This is how I expect
to kick," he said.
So what was the difference between this
season and the last?
A lot, he said.
BOHN
Bohn visited
Jacksonville this summer to train with Mike
Hollis, kicker for the
National Football League's
Jacksonville Jaguars. He
helped Bohn with mechanics,
getting his motion to be
smoother, more compact.
Bohn, a 4-year letter winner at Laguna Beach (Calif.)
High School in soccer, said he
needed to learn to change his
kicking motion from soccer to
football.
In soccer there are different motions to kicking,
depending on the situation.
But in football, Bohn said, the
motion is the same - no
matter if it is a chip shot or a
50-yarder.
To prepare for games,
Bohn practices by himself without a coach - kicking 50

Seniorkicker
LagunaBeach,Calif.
5-foot-7,
178pounds

Career
Stats
FG Pct. PAT Pct.
1997 9-15 ,60039-43 .907
1998 24-28.857 17-20.850
1999 12-26.46223-25 .920
2000 4-5 .800 7-7 1.000
Careerhighlights:
Hekicked
ninestraight
fieldgoalswithout
missing
twicein 1998.
Careerlowlights:Onlymade
2-of-9duringa stretchin 1999.
to 60 kicks a game. He said
he worries about his form,
not if the ball goes through
the uprights or not. The only
time he practices with the
team is in special team drills.
Before kicking the ball in a
game, all Bohn thinks about is
getting the ball through the
uprights. He doesn't think
about mechanics.
"I've kicked the ball so
many times in my career that
I know how to kick it," he
said. It's just like kicking a
penalty kick in soccer, he said,
he just picks out a point in
the stadium and focuses on
that.

All engagement

rings$
(r WEU{Y DESIGN

& MANUFACTURING

ISQ

45 North Main. Logan• 753-4892

USU HOC

ACTION
Don'tMisstheGreatAction
ofUSU's
NewFavorite
Sport!

USU vs. USC
Friday,Sept. 29
@

8:30
eLocatedat 4390

Harrison Blvd.,
Ogden, near Dee
EventsCenter
eTicketsat

usu

Office in the
Spectrum& at the
door.$2

>- BWC FOOTBALL

Overall
190 MedalEvents
3-1
Through
Tuesday,Sept.26
1-2
G s 8
Country
1-2
UnitedStates 25 15 23
0-3
17 14 20
Russia
0-4
22 14 14
0-4 -·· ,China
12 20 12
!Australia
12 13 7
France
>- BWC W. SOCCER
5 11 16
Germany
11 6 11
Italy
6 8 5
ConferenceOverall Britain
5 6 8
SouthKorea
W L T Pts.W LT
10
4 4
Romania
5
5
0
1
0
0
3
CSFullerton
Netherlands 8 5 3
0 0 0 0 5 22
UCIrvine
5 6 4
Japan
0 0 0 0 531
Pacmc
3 7 5
Ukraine
0 0 0 0 5 40
Idaho
3 6 2
Cuba
0 00 0 4 41
UCSB·
1 1 8
Belarus
0 0 0 0 4 40
CalPoly
4 4 1
Poland
0 0 0 0 3 41
BoiseState
4 3 2
Bulgaria
UtahState 0 0 0 0 2 5 0
Sweden
4 3 1
LongBeachSt. 0 1 0 0 3 5 1
1 5 2
Switzerland
2 4 1
Greece
> BWCVOLLEYBALL
1 1 5
Canada
CzechRepublic 2 1 3
1 3 2
ConferenceOverall Indonesia
0 4 2
WL Pct. WL Pct. Brazil
3 1 1
UtahState 2 0 1.00 10 3 .769 Hungary
3 0 2
SantaBarbara2 0 1.00 8 3 .727 Spain
1 3 1
1 1 .500 8 3 .727 Slovakia
Pacific
2 1 1
1 1 .500 6 3 .667 Finland
UCIrvine
2 0 2
1 1 .500 7 4 .636 Lithuania
CalPoly
BoiseState 1 1 .500 5 5 .500 NewZealand 1 0 3
0 2 2
0 0 .000 8 2 .800 Belgium
Idaho
2 1 0
LongBeachSt.0 2 .000 8 3 .727 Austria
1 2 0
CS Fullerton O 2 .000 3 9 .250 Mexico
1 0 2
Ethiopia
0 2 1
Denmark
> CLUB TRYOUTS
0 1 2
Jamaica
NorthKorea
0 1 2
Basebal~
0 1 2
SouthAfrica
Oct.6, 7
0 1 2
Taiwan
Georgia
0 0 3
2 0 0
Iran
2 0 0
Slovenia
2 0 0
Turkey
1 0 1
Croatia
Con!.
0-0
BoiseState
0-0
UtahState
0-0
Idaho
NewMexicoState 0-0
Arkansas
Stale 0-0
0-0
NorthTexas

>- COACHES POLL

>- OLYMPIC
MEDAL COUNT

Tot
63
51
50
44
32
32
28
19
19
18
16
15
15
11
10
9
9
8
8
7
7
6
6
6
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
2
2
2
2

ESPN/USA
TodayCoachesPoll
Rec. Pts. Last
Team
1. Neb.(44) 3-0 1,455 1
2. Fla St. (14) 4-0 1,424 2
4-0 1,346 3
3. Florida
4. Va.Tech 3-0 1,274 4
5. Kan.St. (1) 4-0 1,233 5
6. Washington3-0 1,135 7 uT
3-0 989 9
7. USC
8. Clemson 4-0 973 11nd
9. Michigan 3-1 964 10
1O.OhioState 4-0 939 12 I
11.Tennessee 2-1 818 13,J)
2-1 774 14 1
12.Miami
2-1 639 15
13.Texas
14.Wisconsin 3-1 610 6
15.MichiganSt. 3-0 609 20
16.Oklahoma 3-0 552 16
3-1 541 8
17.UCLA
3-0 509 19
18.TCU
3-1 424 21
19.Purdue
4-0 387 22
20.Auburn
2-1 356 23
21.S. Miss.
3-1 229 17
22.Illinois
23.S. Carolina 4-0 218 NR
24.Georgia 2-1 217 24
3-1 183 NR
25.Oregon
Others- 30. ColoradoState,35.
TexasTech,40. ArizonaState
* first placevotesin parentheses

> NCAA RIVALRIES
Games,Opponents
109,Minnesota-Wisconsin
108, Missouri-Kansas
106,Nebraska-Kansas
106,Texas-TexasA&M
104,Miami(Ohio)-Cincinnati
104,NorthCarolina-Virginia
103,Baylor-TCU
103,Oregon-Oregon
State
102,Purdue-Indiana
102, Stanford-California
100, Army-Navy
99, Utah-Utah
State

255 EAST
1770NORTH,
NORTH
LOGAN
750-6552

-
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Back home
Midfielder Seaman asked to be
transferred to USUfrom Seton Hall
AARON DAVIS

StaffWriter

has been one of the rocks in the central midfield,
joining senior Marnie Bartelson. Head coach Stacey Enos was one
of the reasons Seaman transferred./ Justin Miller photo
KA TIE SEAMAN

Taylorsville native Katie
Seaman made a trip across the
country to play soccer in the
East for one year, but has
decided Utah State is the place
for her.
Seaman, a 19-year old junior
midfielder for the women's soccer team, left Seton Hall
University in South Orange,
N.]., after last season to play for
the Aggies.
After one year with the
Pirates, perennial soccer powerhouses, why did she choose
USU?
"Utah State had recruited
me previously upon my decision to play for Seton Hall,"
she said. "Out of all the
schools, USU is a place where I
felt I could be challenged academically, have fun and feel
comfortable being myself."
A lot of Seaman's decision to
come to USU was based on
head coach Stacey Enos.
"I have a lot of respect for
her as a person and a coach,"

Seaman said. "She is someone
who has played the game and
knows what she's talking about.
If I ever have a question, I
know I can go to her for the
answers."
"It was hard playing for
Seton Hall at times," she said.
"The coach would play me one
game and then sit me the next."
Four others also left the
team in pursuit for more playing time.
Though it has been frustrating up to this point of the season, Seaman said this year's
team is the best the program
has ever seen.
"We're playing well as a
team ," she said. "We just need
to get into the right positive
groove to really put the games
away in the end."
After graduation, Seaman
hopes to study law. She is currently a double major in prelaw and political science.
Seaman said she hopes to be
able to continue to help get her
team into the right mental attitude for the remainder of the
season.

Romaniangymnastics Science is a bigger
returns other medals part of the games
NANCY ARMOUR

AssociatedPress
SYDNEY, Australia (AP)
- Romania has returned its
remaining two medals in the
Olympic women's all-around
gymnastics competition to
protest Andreea Raducan's loss
of her gold medal for taking
cold medication containing a
banned substance, Romanian
nati,onal ,ti;.levisjopreported
Tuesday.' ·
' ·
"The g61d, silver and
bronze medals have been
returned although initially
(coach) Octavian Belu favored
keeping the gold and silver
medals which the Romanians
would have won anyway,"
Romanian TV said in the
report from Sydney.
Belu was reported to have
said that 16-year-old Raducan
had decided to give up gymnastics, television said. Belu
could not be reached for further comment.
The 4-foot-10, 82-pound
Raducan was stripped of her
gold from the women's allaround Tuesday after she tested positive for pseu• doephedrine, a banned stimu-•
lant. She is the first gymnast
ever to be stripped of a medal
because of a drug violation.
The action by the
International Olympic
Committee's executive board
meant that Raducan's teammate Simona An1anar moved
up to get the gold, while
Romanian Maria Olaru got
the silver. Liu Xuan of China
then got the bronze .
Raducan has appealed to
the Court of Arbitration for
Sport, and a hearing was
scheduled for Wednesday.

The Romanian team doctor
who gave her the drug was
expelled from the games and
suspended through the 2002
Wmter Games in Salt Lake
and 2004 Summer Garnes in
Athens.
"In the fight against doping, we have to be tough and
be blind to emotions and feelings," said Francois Carrard,
the International Olympic
Committee's dir.ector general.
Raducan was allowed to
keep her gold from the team
competition and silver in the
vault final. But losing the allaround gold was crushing for
the wispy teen, whose dark
coloring and pixieish charm
evoked memories of Nadia
Cornaneci , Romania's last
Olympic darling.
Even the IOC acknowledged that Raducan's case is
not like most others. She took
a common cold medicine, and
it provided "no competitive
advantage at that competition," Carrard said.
Some 400 students, some
chanting "Give the medal
back," marched through the
southern Romanian city of
Craiova on Tuesday demanding that Raducan's gold be
returned to her.
"Thrown out for having a
cold," read one poster.
Romania has waited 24
years for a gymnast who could
captivate the world like
Comaneci, who scored the
first perfect 10 at the Montreal
Olympics in 1976.
The Romanians have won
dozens of Olympic medals
since then, but could never
capture the all-around, the
biggest prize on sport's grand~
est stage.

Earn a Master's Degree in
Rehabilitation Counseling
ii' Scholarships available
ii' High job placement
ii' Most undergraduate degrees accepted

JOSEPH

B. VERRENGIA

AssociatedPress
Sprinters faster than a
thoroughbred horse. Female
swimmers with the shoulders
and swagger of linebackers.
Weightlifters generating
enough energy in a single
clean and jerk to illuminate
your house - and your
neighbor's. ,
,., A
t\Torld records are falling in'
bunches at the Sydney 2000
Olympic Games.
The athletes' performances
are the product of superb
genes, hard work and, increasingly, science.
Years ago, scientists physiologists, kinesiologists,
nutritionists, biomechanists,
even physicists -- began
applying their knowledge to
athletes. As a result, practicing
a sport for hours is no longer
enough to win.
In the lungs of cyclists,
they measure the maximum
oxygen intake in milliliters per
kilogram of weight per
minute.
In the fast-twitch muscle
cells of a rower, they determine the use of energy-producing adenosine triphosphate
and the buildup of fatigueinducing lactic acid.
Using computers, videotape and sensors, they streamline the trajectory of a
weightlifter's hoist or a gymnast's vault.
'
Combined with more than
1,000 hours of intensive training a year, how much might
science improve an
Olympian's peak performance?
Maybe 1 percent.

That's often the difference
between a gold medal and a
silver. For now.
But are we reaching the
upper limits of athletic performance? Are the world's top
athletes, in the words of
British biochemist Guy C.
Brown, "doomed to battle ...
over ever-diminishing fractions of seconds and centime.te

¢
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Gone in 60 Seconds1PG-1J1
Sun. -Thurs: 7:15,9:31

The Kid (PG)
Sun. -Thurs 7:20, 9:20 '

ChickenRun1G)

Sun. -Thurs7:00

' Patriot (R)
Sun. -Thurs 8:45

Frequency
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~ Needham Jewelers
CieneNeedham has just returned
Jrom Antwerp, Belgiumwith a
large inventory of beautiful
diamonds.
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Or can more science help
Olympic athlc:tes improve significantly?
Both, Brown says. In a
study published in the journal
The Sciences, Brown reports
about the steadily improving
perfonnances of athletes since
1900.
For example, the record
time in the men's 1500-meter
run has improved by about 10
seconds every quarter-century.
Men historically have outperformed women, but the gap is
narrowing. In a 1992 UCLA
study, scientists predicted the
women would outrun men,
especially in endurance races
such as the marathon, by
2035.
By 2020, the editors of The
Sciences predict, women will
run the 10,000-meter race a
full minute faster than men.
But humans might soon
reach the limits of physical fitness, Brown argues.
The overall limiting factor
for athletes is the heart's ability to pump more freshly oxygenated blood through miles
of blood vessels.
"If it could push more
blood through the body, an
athlete could run, swim, row
or ride a bicycle faster than
usual," Brown said.

This is Gene Needham, with highly
skilled diamond rotter in Antwerp
Belgium. Gene has brouglt back
many great values of beautifully
mt diamonds. This large inventory
-== of diamonds is now on display at
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As I ertered the diamond
districtin do1vrto1vnAntwerp,
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Belgium,I was once again

fi,

thrilled with the oppo1tunityto
be involved ivith the distributionof one of the
smallest and rarest commoditiesin the world
the diamond.
These diamonds are extractedfrom the
earth in minesfound in Africa, No1thernRussia,
Australiaand many other countries.They are then
sold as rough stones to diamond artters in

For Any HOMECOMING Floral
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Antwerp, ,vhich has been associatedwith the diamond arttingindust1yfor almostfive centuries.
After making it through the patrolled
streets of the diamond districtinto the highly
seaired buildings,I navigatedthe maze of hallways taking me to the office of one of Antlverp's
renowned diamond culters.This is IV here the
arduous work begins.I was once again amazed at
the millions of dollars 1vo1thof diamonds I was
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The importance of
casting a voteit affects YOU!
affect students at Utah State
University.
The second column will
examine the proposals of the
two candidates and how their
future legislation would affect
Americans.
The third column will
investigate the rhetoric of the
presidential candidates and its
validity.
In order to evaluate which
candidate's tax plan will benefit Utah State students the most
I'll examine both plans. (Note:
Statistics are taken from U.S.
News and The Washington
Times).
The Bush plan is going to
reduce taxes over the board.
However, we will focus on the
two brackets that most students
fall into: the $20,000 and
under and the $40,000 and
under.

Kade

Minchey

The race is on! According
to a U.S. News survey ~s of
early September George W.
Bush is short 61 electoral votes
and Al Gore is short 76 votes.
As of today the office of the
president of the United States
could go to either party.
Understanding that many
of the Statesman readers aren't
interested in politics, especially
the presidential race, I am
beginning the first column of a
three-part series that will illustrate why it is important to cast
a vote in November.
I will explain the importance of casting a vote by
examining the fundamental differences between key ideologies and values of the two candidates. The examinations will
be based on fact; interpretation
from myself will only be used
tQ explain the information
more clearly. I will not skew or
opinionate the fact. At the end
you will be the judge.
Even more the facts and
information presented in this ·
series will be based on relevant information for college
students, specifically i nformation that will directly affect the
studejlt body of Utah State
UniJtrsity. You will see that
there are compelling reasons
to vote for either Al Gore or
George W. Bush.
Generally, the three
columns will be outlined in the
following way: The first column is going to focus on the
different tax ideologies of the
two predominant parties and
how !hese ideologies will

Letters

$20,000
CURRENT TAX CODE BUSH
PLAN
Single/no children $1,943
$1,642
Married/dual income/no children $1,095 $630
Married/single income/no children $1,095 $730
$40,000
CURRENT TAX CODE BUSH
PLAN
Single/no children $5,878
$5,362
Single/2 children $2,810
$1,310
Married/dual income/no children $4,095 $3,195
Married/single income/no children $4,095 $3,495
Married/single income/two
children $2,270 $670
Married/dual income/Mo chi+dren $2,270 $370
So, most Utah State students will save as much as
$6,000 and as little as $2,000.
Think about how much money
► SEE VOTE
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to the Editor

Know your
stuff before
spoutingoff
Dear Editor,
To effectively argue a case
in any situation, one must be
knowledgeable about that situation . Also, if a person is going
to make a comparison to support his or her conclusion, that
person must also have knowl edge of the details of that situation.
The comparison to which I
am referring is that between
drug prohibition and alcohol
prohibition . Perhaps the most
frequent use of this "apt analogy" is to say that the ii legalization of alcohol in the early
1920s caused "a violent black
market" immediately after prohibition came into effect.

Editor m C hief
l\'ews Editor
Features Editor
Spons Editor
Wire Editor
Photo Editor

317 • 797-1762
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USU,for the most part, is a safe
school. This, however appealing,
creates a dangerous atmosphere.
of many places on campus to watch Stud~nts stop considering the possiout for. The tunnel 'wall<wayslinking bilities of rape and assault because
campus to Lot B are.well lighted anct they Jeel safe .walking around campus at 2 a.m.
have security phones at eitfier end.
Things need to he done to make
These tunnels, however, are away
from the rest of campus and open to . this campus a safer place. The USU
Police Department aces a coma dark parking 1qt,Although th~
mendable job keeping USU safe, but
USU Police Department reports it
responds to calls as quickly as pbssi~ there is always room for improvement. Quicker response time, camble. It also reportsthat nearly alf of
the 123 alarms it has received since
pus patrol in dark and secluded
Jan. 1 have been false,
areas and more emergency posts
Since construction on the Widtsoe could increase safetyon campus
building began three years ago,
immensely.
Students, however,
there has not been an emergency
cannot depend on the police to be
bodyguards, Women and men alike
ligbt at the northeast side of Old
Main. The dark path that many' stuhave the responsibility to themselves
and each other to use good judgdents use to get from the bottom of
Old Main Hill to campus is a danger ment. Walking home alone at 1 a.m.
zone. With no way to-call for help if is hardly safe. Even though this is
first-grade knowledge, walk with a
there is an emergency,students put
buddy, ask for help and use comthemselves at risk every time they
mon sense.
use this route.
Secludedtunnels linkingresi-

dence .halls to parking lots and dark
paths down Old Main Hill are two .
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What does it take to win a presidential race?
Nice clothes, good looks and no brains
~

- in a respectful, manly way
of course. I wanted to be
Ralph Nader when I was a kid
of 19. I thought you could
actually do some good as a
consumer advocate. I thought
intelligent people got ahead. I
thought suits and ties were
optional if you were smart
enough. In short, I was a stupid
impressionable kid who might
as well have believed in Big
Foot or cheap, safe and clean
nuclear energy.
Ralph Nader has no chance
to win because he still wears
$100 off-the-rack suits and he
talks about research and facts.
HP's definitely not prelly , and
as far as I know he hasn't slept
with anyone famous. Ralph
Nader hasn't sent anyone to
war or execution, but he has
saved a lot of lives and money
through promoting meaningful
legislation. In short, he is a
political misfit. In an alternate
world where things made
sense, Nader would rule.
I'm not sure what leadership
is, but I'm pretty sure it has lit-

tie to do with intelligence or
facts. George Bush and Al
Gore are running neck and
neck in this category.
Our standards are pretty
low. Come on, look around
you. Is your boss the smartest
person in the room? Does your
boss have the best resume, or
even a rudimentary understanding of the Heisenberg
Principal of Uncertainty?
We used to celebrate being
smart. People used to actually
come out just to see Albert
Einstein get off a ship or train.
He had bad hair and couldn't
shoot a jump shot or play a
Fender stratocaster. In fact, 99
percent of the people in the
world could not ui:1derstaAd
what he did, They just knew
he was smart and they respected that. Such enthusiasm is
now reserved for Britney
Spearsand Mark MacGuirc
because we can understand
cleavage and home runs.
"You don't get it" has
become the catch phrase of
every person who does not

established governments to
compel citizens to obey some
moral code. Thus all laws are
based on morality and religion, and therefor all governments founded upon religion.
During the Constitutional
Convention, Benjamin
Franklin gave his famous plea
for daily prayer, saying, " ...
except the Lord build the
house they labor in vain ...
without His co ncurring aid
we shall succeed in this political building no better than
the builders of Babel."
In his farewell address,
George Washington stated
that the two foundations for
political posterity are religion
and morality , and that no one
could be an American patriot
who tried Lo separate these
two. The phrase "separation
of church and state" comes
from a letter Thomas Jefferson
wrote in 1802 . In the letter he
assured the Danbury Baptist
Church that the government
would not infringe upon religious activity .
The courts used this letter
for 150 years as evidence to
keep religious principals a
part of government. For
example, in 1844 the U.S.
Supreme Co urt required
schools to teach from the
Bible saying, "Where can the
purist principals of morality
be learned so clearly or so
perfectly as from the New
Testament~"
It wasn't unti I 194 7 that a
court used the phrase "separation of church and state"
out of context that people
mistakenly began thinking
that the intent of our
Founders was to keep religion
away from government and not gove rnment away

from religion.
Before mentioning the
rounding Fathers' views, read
their writings, not our "politically correct" text books .

~OFF
CENTEJ!
Dennis
Hinkamp

"Bush and Gore make me
want to Ralph." - Michael
Moore
In an election year of sound
bites, this is still my favorite.
I was in Washington, D.C. a
couple of m0nths ago and I got
to see and hear Ralph Nader
talk about his candidacy for
president. He is intelligent,
controversial, logical and he
has never been a governor.
Which is to say, he has zero
chance of being president. He
wasn't even invited to the
debates.
I admit I love Ralph Nader

have the time or surplus brain
cells to explain what it is that
they are doing , and every
evangelical malcontent out
there in the media. If you don't
jo in in with a hallelujah chorus
of agreement, it's because you
don't get it.
I don't get it. Nader, a lifetime consumer advocate and
graduate of Princeton and
Harvard, is struggling to gel 10
percent of the vote. Normally I
would be required to give
equal time to other presidential
candidates, but Nader is so
low in the ratings that he's not
even going to be invited to thE:1
televised debates. I can probably skip that part.
The second-best sound bite
of the election yP,H is: "If God
had wanted us to vote he
,
would have given us candi- ,ut
dates." - Jim Hightower
l'
Dennis Hinkamp's cofumn1
appears every oth6'151
Wednesday. Comments may
be e-mailed
dennish@deflnet.com to

·

Another common misconception is that prohibition didn't
achieve its goals.
At the time of prohibition,
alcohol was an extremely
lucrative business. It was not
uncommon for towns to have
one saloon for every 150 to
200 people. Per capita, alcohol consumption was at an alltime high .
Then came prohibition .
Suddenly thousands of people ·
were out of jobs. However,
crime rates did not increase
significantly until the late
1920s when the illegal supplies of alcohol were becom ing more available to the general public.
This due to lack of enforcement. The original aim of prohibition was to REDUCE consumption of alcohol by eliminating the businesses that manufactured, distributed and sold
alcoholic beverages. As a
result of this measure, consumption of afcohol dropped

Vick,• CampbeU
Leah L. Culler
· Jar ed Sterzer
A.1ron \1orton
Jennif er Brennan
Liz i\.faudsley

About letters
• Letters should be limited to 350 words.
• !\JI letters may l,e shortened, edited or reJected for reasons of goodtaste, redun dancy or volume of ~11n1br letters.

• Ko ru1on}1nousletters will be published. \\ 'riters must sign all letters and include
a phone munber or e-mail address and a sn,dent 1dennlicJt10n number.
• Letters representing groups - or more than one individual - must have a singular representallve clearly stated, with all necessary identification information .
• \1/ritcrs must wait 21 days before submittin g successive letters - no exceptions .
• Letters can be hand delivered or mailed to '/1,eStntr.n11a11
m the TSC, ROQm 319,
or can be e-mailed to editot@statesman.usu.edu

Faculty members: If you have an idea for the '·Faculty Soaµuux," contact the editor
in chief at 797-1762.
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to 30 percent of pre-prohibition levels. Alcohol consumption per capita did not reach
pre-prohibition levels until the
early 1970s.
Do your math. That is 40
YEARSafter prohibition
ended. Had the funding and
the backing behind the prohibitionist movements to both
enforce the law and educate
the public continued, what
would have happened?
So where is your compari son? No such economy exists,
nor has it ever existed, for the
majority of the drugs that are
today illegal.
And since
prohibition worked as well as
it did, you haven't really got
much basis for comparison.
My goal here is not to convince you of anything other
than to stop using this unsubstantiated analogy to try and
further your cause. Research
your argument, then present it.
Frederick Mirth

Founders
based
government
on religion
Rich Timothy's article
strong ly implied the founders
of our country were opposed
to any form of bond between
church and state.
There are extensive references that the Founpers supported government based on
religion and morality, and
few contrary to that.
Some examples: The
Founders understood men

Craig Huntzinger

We are still
1 nation
under God

I cannot believe that you
wasted a tree on such drivel as
stating that Logan has nothing
to do on a shoestring budget
that most students live on. I
have never seen a bigger lack
of cranial volume than in the
editors office of the Statesman
for lettin g such tripe grace the
pages of the school paper.
The idea that students run
this town and that the town
should cater to such is not one
of Logan's priorities. Yes, the
University enhances the community but the community
also provides plenty of activities. As students we all have
the opportunity to attend, most
of the time free of cost,
University-sponsor ed programs
as well as the community calendar of events. Students are
generally only here for a few
years and do not, on the
whole, have the want or the
desire to change this area.
If you do not know how to
have fun in Cache Valley ,
LEAVE, it would be much
more pleasant without you.
After all, this town is not just
us, it is ALL those who make it
home.

I read with interest Rich
Timothy's column with respect
to school prayer. He asks,
"Why is this even a topic of
discussion in this day and
age?" My question is, which
day and age does Mr. Timothy
refer to? Is it the day and age
where divorce rates are higher
than ever? Is it the day and age
in which pornography is readily available to our children
over the Internet?
The First Amendment reads,
"Congress shall make no law
respecting an establishment of
religion, or prohibiting the free
exercise thereof." That was
what the Founding Fathers had
in mind. While they were predominantly Christian, they recognized that a country that
didn't allow freedom for all
beliefs would eventually disin tegrate and lose its status as a
nation under God. We are and
always will be one Nation
under whichever God we
choose to believe in .
Rich Timothy is correct.
Why IS thi s a topic of discussion today? Why, indeed, is it
the topic of a weekly column?
Let Congress, opinion writers,
editors and policy makers discuss and bring to light solutions to real problems. Our
children need schoo ls in
which they feel safe. They
don't need schools in which
we bicker about whether or
not we pray, or whose prayer
we'll pray today.

David Lamb

Ricky Fielding

Learn to
have fun or
get out
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Watch out: College pranks can cause next
world war and/or intergalactic destruction
those "friends" for
Christmas). Doesn't life just
stink.
Still, no matter how often
you wake up in the middle
of a bed full of onions
because your next-door
neighbor got bored, life can't
get as bad as It did for
Indiana Jones.
Despite what we may
have been told when we
were younger, all of the
action sequences that we
thought were from his job as
an archeologist were actually the effects of college
pranks that were very well
thought out. But, hey, at
least he had a cool whip and
a hat.
Well, I feel that since this
article may reach the hands
of some of these said
"friends," I had better issue a
warning that IF YOU DON'T
STOP YOUR HEINOUS
ACTS, YOU M/\ Y I NADVCRTENTL Y TRIGGER EITHER
WORLD WAR Ill OR INTERGALACTIC DESTRUCTION.
Besides the fact that this
excellent warning was written in ALL CAPS (something
that causes mos,t people to
quiver in their little red
boots), there is some truth
behind it.
Many of the ~.tudents
attending Utah State are
either a. from a different
country or b. from a different
galaxy (like New Jersey).
Playing "practical jokes" on
one of these students could
have severe detrimental
effects.
By simply throwing a
lethal substance (i.e. your
dinner) into the middle of
your neighbors' living room,
you may cause World War

MattWright
Sit down and pul I up a
chair. Hold on a minute ...
strike that. Reverse it. Sorry
if I made any of you think
too hard with that last sentence.
How many of you have
ever been the victim of an
ingenious prank that no
doubt was done by one of
your so-cal led "friends"
(defined as any acquaintance
who happens to be more evil
than the devil) who somehow gets the biggest kick in
the world from watching you
suffer?
Ah, by the number of
hands I see, I guess most of
us have. If you're like me,
and we all know you are,
most of your said "jokes"
would probably fit into one
of these three categories:
1. A "friend" decided to
put little pieces of some kind
of food (i.e. a pomegranate)
into either your bed, your TV
or your nasal cavity while
you were sleeping.
2. A "friend" got some
kind of animal (i.e. a squid)
and put it in a very tactical
part of your room.
3. A "friend" did something to your car (i.e. your
Volkswagen Beetle).
4. All of the above (this is
most Iikely accomplished by
placing a sloppy pomegranate-eating squid into the driver's seat of your
Volkswagen Beetle while
you lay unconsciously
dreaming of what to get

Ill. Like World War I and II
(which were caused by those
Iittle pranksters from
Germany), World War Ill
would probably start like
this: A college student from
a different country goes
home after being the victim
of a prank and heads straight
to his father.
"Oh Father dearest, I have
something to tell you," he
says.
"What could that be?"
asks his father.
"I want you to blow up
Utah."
"OK."
The next thing you know,
there goes Utah (and hence,
there goes you). Now, even
though most politicians
aren't sure were Utah actually is (or in this case, was)
they will undoubtedly want
to retaliate with a big bomb
of their own.
They will probably blow
up some flea-bitten country
with a name like
Yazihgnemingstan that no
one actually cares about or
even knows the location of,
but the rest of the world wi 11
respond by blowing up random countries of their own,
and we will be in World
War Ill.
The fact of the matter,
however, is that this is one
of the better things that
could happen to us. If a
"pra nk" happened to be
played on one of the "students" from a different
galaxy, then the effects
could go something like this:
The alien college student
goes home after being the
victim of a prank and heads
straight to his father.
"Glucknigh

Hinknmaaaaklamat (Hi
Father, can I tel I you something)," he asks.
"HAKAI\GGFJSIDOJGYI LSYDI DNAJAIIEN (Sure),"
replies his father.
"Firdgeng Heinsoppet
Utah (Could you blow up
Utah)?"
"AHANDl\#@FDJ/t%$AS
ANII (OK)."
This wouldn't be so bad if
these aliens actually had the
technology to blow up a
small area. However, they
don't.
As a matter of fact, the
smallest gun they possess is
probably so big that the one
they used in the Death Star
(on the "Return of the Jedi")
would have the fire power
equivalent of throwing a
dead fish at Mt. Rushmore.
Hence, this gun would
blow up not only Utah, but
the Earth and the rest of the
Galaxy. This, in most people's books, would be a bad
thing. In others, it's just soso. i',;onetheless, I highly recommend that you stop your
pranks now and go feed the
squid in your Volkswagen.
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GOLF

CLUB

Golf Digest Magazine:
/./Four-Star Course!"

STUDENT

SPECIAL!

Manday • Friday and Sunday
'& 00 far !I hales*
*12° 0 far 18 hales*
*with atudent

ID

DrivinliJ ranliJ•• Practice puttinliJ
· . 1r■ans, Full-service pra shap
Eialf cart and club rentals
Please call Jar tee time

0@J~o@3@)~0
&DD East Canter in Smithfield
5 minutes North af La1an

Matt Wright is a freshman
majoring in molecular biology. Comments may be sent
to mattwright@cc.usu.edu

Na~ valid an Saturday

S.E. Needham Jewelers
The diamond Engagement Ring
Store .....since 1896
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From Page 12 ·
you paid in taxes last year,
then subtract this savings. It
turns out that Bush will help
many students at Utah State
University.
Now let's look at Gore.
Gdre is not promising any
across the board tax cuts as
Bush is. Rather, Gore's tax cuts
are in the form of "targeted tax
subsidies," mostly for lowincome and some moderateincome families.
As U.S. News reports, these
tax subsidies (notice Gore is
not promising tax cuts, rather,
tax subsidies) will depend on a
tax payer's "behavior" and "life
circumstance." Gore has clarified those statements by saying
that tax subsidies will go to
those who participate in afterschool programs or food

stamps.
Because it is difficult
to determine who these people
are there is no sure way to calculate who gets :ax subsidies.
Howeve<, it is safe to assume
the general population of Utah
State students wi 11receive no
help from Gore.
So, you decide. Bush
is promising to give your
money back to you, and Gore
is promising to give some "targeted" people "tax subsidies."
Now, if one examines
the hidden premises to the two
tax ideologies many important
truths are unveilPd. For
instance, let's examine the core
problem that almost all students have - money. Many of
you are taking out loans to pay
for school. Why? Because you

For All Your Insurance Needs,
Including Student Health
lns\Jrance

1

· 258-5572

did not retain enough money
from working to pay for school.
Under Bush's plan you
will have $6,000 to $2,000
more in your pocket, which
coulrl c-utthe cwbtfor most of .,.,
you in half. Under Gore's plan
you will have no more money,
and your debt will continue to
grow. You decide.
Next column I will
dissect the underlying frameworks that are associated with
each candidate's tax cuts and
other legislation and then analyze how this legislation
uncovers the core philosophies
of each candidate.
Kade Minchey is a senior
majoring in Philosophy.
Comments may be e-mailed to
Kade45@hotmail.com
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CORNMAZE

Exactsamecontactlenses,delivered
toyourdorm,
forlessthanyou'repayingnow.

M-Th 4-9, Fri. 4-10,
Sat.10-10
2900 N. 400 E. N. Logan
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ADULTSS3.00 • CHILDREN$2.00
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The Perfect Storm

ORDER OVER THE PHONE

Wewillwalkyou throughit:

(PG)
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Shows Before 6:00 pm $2.00
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GUNS
From Page 2

I
houses in New
I colored
Orleans' uptown area, a
Salon
I
-children 12 & under
and economically
Adult
Products I racially
I
diverse part of town.
I "I want my little boy out of
I MasterCuts MasterCuts MasterCuts
famailw<.ul,.,.. I this school," Danette
Weatherspoon said as she
I
I waited to take her 12-year-old
son, Darrell, home. "They
I
I need more security guards
I
here."
·
I
There had been several
IL;ache
Open Mon-Sat 10 am-9 pm family
haircutl'trs
I fights reported at the school
Valley Malle753-4411
No doublediscounts

No doubledlscoonts

f,mkjllarcl,tl>.I,

No doubled scounts

!3"\lt.j~cutlffl;

MasterCuts
---------------

1~1
~1

1085 N.Mon.
Main- -Sat.
Logan
Open:
11 AM -9:30 PM

•$:W Morrthf~
•No ~jN' vpfu-

in the past few weeks, but it
was unclear whether the
shooting was related to those
disputes, said David Bowser, a
police spokesman.
Police Chief Richard
Pennington said investigators
were checking into parents'
claims that there has been a
gang turf battle involving students at the schools.
"We don't think this is
gang-related. We think it was
two children involved in a
fight and a third person came
and gave a gun," Pennington
said.
School Superintend ent
Alphonse Davis said classes
will be canceled for three days
but the school will remain
open for students who want to
talk to counselors. \Vhen
classes resume next week , two
or three police officers will be
assigned to the school, in
addition to the l O usually in
the neighborhood, police said.
"This horrifying event
brings too close to home the
widespread proliferation of
gun violence and underscores
our fighting belief that handgun are too easily available to
children," Mayor Marc Moria!
said.
In 1998, New Orleans was
one of the first cities to sue
gunmakers to recover the cost
of gun violence and accidental
shootings involving children.
About 25 other municipalities
have filed similar lawsuits.
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Top court won't take antitrust
case before appeals court does
LAURIE

Assrn

Associated Press

\Ve want to be able to be
vindicated and move on."
At the Justice
Department, spokeswoman
Gina Talamona said: "We
look forward to presenting
our case to the Court of
Appeals as expeditiously as
possible."
The Supreme Court acted
on an 8-1 vote, with Justice
Stephen G. Breyer dissenting. He
aid the
·ourt
hould
1ear
: ;s:: ~
~:«;:-:-:«:,»:~:-: ~
~
1rgunents

WASHINGTON
- The
Supreme Court delayed any
quick resolution of the historic Microsoft antitrust case
Tuesday, sending it to a federal appeals court in a tactical win for the software
giant.
The action means a final
decision on
whether
Microsoft
must be broken up could ~ ~~=~~:
he years
away. The
!OW
Justice
iecause
Department
he case
had wanted
•signifithe nation's
:antly
highest
1ffects an
court to •
mportant
hear argu- William Kovaic, ector of
ments this
he econwinter and
antitrust expert ,mya
issue a rulector
ing in the
:haracterspring, but
. ·· ·.. · ·
·•· .zed by
the justices
rapid technological change."
granted Microsoft's request
The justices got a jump on
to send the case to the federnext Monday's start of the
al appeals court.
2000-2001 term, granting
"This is a serious setback
review in a dozen cases in
for the government," said
addition to the 'order in the
\Villiam Kovacic, a George
Microsoft case.
·washington University law
Microsoft is seeking to
professor and antitrust
overturn U.S. District Judge
expert. "Their strategy was
Thomas Penfield Jackson's
to speed this case to resolution as quickly as possible . ... ruling that it engaged in illegally anticompetitive conI think the government gamduct. The judge in June
bled and failed. At this point,
ordered the company split in
I think the possibility of
two, hut he postponed
breakup is next to zero."
enforcement of the order
Steve Ballmer, Microsoft's
during Microsoft's appeal.
chief executive officer, said
Within hours of the high
Tuesday that his company is
court's action Tuesday, the
not interested in delays.
U.S. Circuit Court of
"\Ve're interested in
Appeals for the District of
speedy resolutions," Ballmer
Columbia ordered both sides
said in San Francisco. "We
to propose a schedule for filwant to get this thing moving briefs in the case. The
ing as quickly as possible .

f5WoRDs
·

''

This is a serious
setbackfor the
government."

court ordered Microsoft t
submit its proposal by
Monday afternoon, with a
government response due
following Thursday.
The appeals court decided
last summer the Microsoft
case would be heard by the
full appeals court, rather
than a three-judge panel,
thereby eliminating one level
of appellate review. But
antitrust experts said it still
could be years before a final
ruling. After hearing arguments in the case, the
appeals court could uphold
or reverse Jackson's rulings.
But it also could send the
case back to the judge for
further hearings, either on
whether Microsoft engaged
in illegal conduct or whether
a breakup is the proper remedy. In addition, Microsoft
has asked that Jackson be
disqualified from the case,
and a new judge appointed,
because of his comments
about the case to the news
media.
"Theoretically, there's no
upper limit" on how long it
could take for the case to
return to the Supreme
Court, said New York
antitrust lawyer Joseph
Angland. He also said it
could take as few as six
months.
"Microsoft is the greater
beneficiary of any delay here
because it's got the stay in
place" that blocks the
breakup, Angland said. Time
may change a court's view of
Jackson's breakup order, he
added. "In a fast-moving
market, who knows what the
operating-system market will
look like a year and a half
from now?"
Kovacic said it might be a
good time for the government to return to the bargai~ing table with Microsoft.
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BEl\TO'S PLACE • LOGAl\T

8!?0 N. 600 EAST
LOGAN
UT 84321-3424
752-1663

Sept. 27

BRUCE BAUM

ANDRUS
TRANSPORTATION
is currentlyseekingexperienced
OTADrivers!

~1000.00 Sign-On Bonus

You've seen him on HBO, Full Hmue•, Comic Strip Live a.nd
he was drawn in as himself on The Sim.psonsl An off the wall
comic who spreads insanity everywhere he goes ... look out
Logan ..you're next!

Becomea Partof a Winning2aYearTradition:
HomeWeekly*Paidweekly•competitive
Pay*PaidVacations
'DriverPaidMedical,
Dental,Vision& Life• 401KPlan• Dedicated
Runs•Assigned
Equipment
& Dispatcher
*RiderProgram'DrivingSchoolGradsWelcome
*TuitionReimbursement
Program·
Purchasing
NewVolvo& Freightliners,
ManyWithAutomatic
Tran:..
Checkusoutat www.andrustrans.com
JointheANDRUS
TEAM!

I

-Wednesdays•

WhereFamilies
AreJustAsImportant
AsOurDrivers!
Immediate
openings!CallTollFree1-800-888-5838
or 1-888-200-7887
for furtherinformation.

97 East 1400 North In Pinecrest

EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY
EMPLOYER

Satellite
-2e~
f
1

~11-151~
f'l'-ofcs 5101-1,.._

Save

$200 00

§

Programming
startingat $21w/mo.Over210digital-quality
channelsavailable.Avoidrisingcablerates.
Nomonthlycontract.

LocalToll-freefor Utah

aJ
DIRECTV.
Wlw1 ore

ro• ,_.,,,,

ads@statesman.usu.edu
TSC 319¥797-NEWS

IClassAds

Smile.YourPri~tingwas
doneperfectly.

~~-~

'10 ~'l ,,,,

,4'6if_f,
,4~(flt~

~11,'ll~"l
~

FAX 797-1760ewww.statesman.usu.edu

14

o,,~ -r::./'::J

eDay-n· Eve.Schedules
eSat onlySchedules
1983 Park HomesTrailer, Greatfor singleor
ePd.Vacat1orvHol1day
couple$4000, 34' long El' wide well insulated,
Class1f1ed
advertising
deadlinesareoneworking 753-2229
Call Brent evenings20!1-852-5620
or Louise
day priorto the day publicat
101 1sdesiredat 1O
days208-852-0252
a.m. Costpersubmiss
ion is 1Ocentsper word
JOBOPENING
$1 rmntmum
. Reducedratesfor quantityinserPersonal
TrainersWanted!
tionsareavailable Commercial
ratesvary. desofa, queensize,off white
ICONHealth& Fitnessis seekingcertified 6' 9" hide-a--bed
pendingon frequency.VISA, Mastercard.
and
personaltrainersto bepartof theirtFIT.com $100/oboCall752-8683
Discoverare also acceptedfor payment. Use
Website team. Responsibilities
include
:
797-1775to place phone ads Ad\lert1se
rs
postinginformation
andquestionson our
shouldcarefully read the classifiedad form,
FitnessForumcrealtngworkouts
, live
Assumable
loanYorkshimvillagecondo.3 bd.,
TSC 319. The UtahStatesmanreservesthe
personaltraning,answering
customere-mails 1 1/2 bath,2 car garageCall Stacy512-1106
rightto refuseanyad,display,or c!ass1fed
. The
andpossibletrade
Wardley GMAC
Utah Statesmand1scla1ms
ail liabihty for any
show/spokesperson
work.
damagesuffered as a resultof any advertiseIconwill beholding1nterv1ews
onOct 3rd
ment in the newspaper The Statesmanhas
at 2 00 PMat theSportsAcademy
, wearfrt-' Beautifulsptnetsize pIano, Greatsound,very
authorityto edit and locateanyclassifiedadvernessapparelandpleasebe prepared
nice.$1700obo 797-4496
tisementas deemedappropriate
.
to introduce
yourself andconducta
shorttrainingsessionon camera
.
Formoreinformationcontact
Ownfor lessthan ren1 Mobilehomecloseto
JamieAdamsat 750-3954
S1,000'S WEEKLY!!
campus.3 bedroom1bath, $24,900
. CalStacy
Stuffenvelopes
at homefor S2.00each
at 512-1106wardleyCiMAC
AAP/EOE
plusbonuses
.
FIT,P,T Makel;aoo+weekly, guaranteed!
FreeSupplies
Twobed 1 112bathu~der$425a/monthUSU
Fordetails, sendonestampto:N-234PMP552
married/engagedstudents
...Are you paying
12021Wlsh1re Blvd., LosAngeles CA 90025
WANTCASH? Sign-upyour classmatesfor more thanthisfor rent? Remode
!ed w/dnewer
cool Internets tes, and receivea minimumof appliances
, supernice mobilehome. We've
S100 per person!! There'sno easierway to movedsellingfor what we owe not what it's
makemoneyI Log onto TeamMagma.com
or worth. 425-319-1075
$1500weeklypotent
ial maI 1ngourcirculars.•
call1-877-866·2462
Forinfocall203-977·1720

Pl.EASENOTE

11'')11,4
5(fi)t~
5't)t
~l~

Sh pping Center

TV

by Subscribing
Today!

877-DISH-111

www.laughstv.com
8:30 pm·• $S.00 '• 19' & Over

HI-TECHSTUFF
CompaqPresano1277 Laptop
. 466 meghz,
32GB.60MBRAM,Wind98, MSWord
2()00!HP
832CColor IncJet PnnterWill selltogetheror
seperate.$1000 computer
, $150 Printer or
$1100together
. Call435-871-4440
after6:00pm

CARS& TRUCKS
92 HyundaiSonata,approx.25Kmi. on newengine, good cond., good tires, standardtrans,
$2500obo,(435)946-3461

91 ChevS10,2wd.70k on eng, clean, $2950,
752-1197

HELPWANTED

Designyourown.. nolimits.
We'll customdesignannouncementsto matchyourunique
style.•Fast•Greatprices
•Vellumoverlaysavailable
.

BUSINESSOPPS

.........,

Si)

/f.,_ne
~6fiJJj~s
630 West 200 North 435-753-8875
-,J,f ..,._

Hairstylist
ePos1t,ons
for ft'pt
eBusyWalkin Salon
eCom1ss
1on + Hourly

FORSALE

1988ChevyCaprice
. RunsGreat. VeryReliable. V6 with goodgas mileage
. $1,100. Call
Russell,797-6403

88 JeepCherokee,4" LFT, new32' tires,CD,
PJC, Many extras, runs great, $4600 obo,
752-3372

88JeepGrandWagoneer,
loaded.752~961

whyrent? Buildequity. 3 bedroom
, 2 bathroom
1 Year contract Ds Bndgerlanddiscounted homein Logan. Pa~rnents
under$550/month
. 86 HondaCivicSI hatchback
$2500/obo, 57k,
price. Fullyfurnished. Needto sellimmed
iate- 2 Bedroomhomein RichmondunderS11.000. excellentsterosystem. 001-859-2462
or eroeil
ly. (307)742-1705.evelynn99@yahoo.com
RyanOlsen.WardleyGMAC.(435)770-4531 jwolf75@hotmail.com

for lalll
t CoolMENlooks
- WOMEN - CHILDREN
•STYLING• COLORS• CUTS• PERMS• HIGHLIGHTS•
NAILS •PEDICURES• WAXING
CAU.JOIIAPPOllfflllNT
MON-SAT

7JI-D10
55 N. MAIN

82' HondaPrelude 193Kmil~s Rebuilti::ng1ne
EDITOR
WANTED
FORToeSpectrum.
a
and Transmissionwith abcut 500 miles. 5
Ga1lnett
morning
dailywith
speed manual. power sunrool. Kenwood 22,000.circulation
officesIn St.GeorgeandCedarCity, Utah.
arnlfm,cassette
stero Needssomebody work
.
Goodlittle car for the valley. $500OBO Call
Experience
andskillsin newsreporting
andcopy
Matt at
752-7343 or
email @
edtingaremandatory.
Thisposi1ion
requires
matthew_to1m
an@hotma1
l.com
workingcloselyin a supervisory
capacity
with
reporte
rs. At leastoneyearin a management
pOSJtion
in a newsroom
Is required.
Fulltime
ng medical,
dental.
ChryslerLebaronconvertibleGreat paint Job, positionwithbenefits111clud
newtop.goodtires. SSOOO
worthof repairsand visionandhearingplans,401Kandpension.
Sendresumeandworksamplesto managng
improvements.AskingS1500. See at Ash'ey
editorNancyPerkinsatTheSpectrum
, 275E.
Furniture2650NorthMan, Call752-1567
St GeorgeBlvd. St George,U1ah,
84770or
emailnperkms@thespectrum
com

#C184-01,Geog1130Tutor,$5.25
#Cl51-01,WebsrteDevelope
r 8.50·9.00
#C152-01,EE Assistant,BOE
FOUND:PlaidQuiltat 9'9 lootballgamein mid•
#C256-97,NightWatchman,S5.15/hr
die section.Contactannew1the@yahoo.com
#C143·01,PolySci 1100Tutor,$5.25,hr
#C148-01
, lta'ianT.A., SS.15/hr
#C146-01,Stat2300Tutor, $5.25,hr
#C442-99,Stockroomc ,erk,negotiable
1 bdrm.. 1 femaleoccupupancy,
$375/mo.+ util.
#C645-98,SoftwareEngineer,Neg
W,D. gar. parking,close to USU, nice yard
COMPUTER,
INTERNET
PEOPLE
wantedto
#C291-00,TechnicalAssistant
, S6.00/hr
workonline$125-175
an hour.Fulltraining.
753-20t4
#C194-98,Undergraduate
TA's for Labs and
Vacations,
bonusesandincentives.
Bi-linguals
PaperGraders.$5.25,hr
alsoneeded47countries.
FreeE·bool<
:
#C376-97,SpanishTA,$5.15
wwwProf,tPC.net
#C350·99,StockroomCIerk.5.151hr
Basementstudioapartmentfor rent. S300lmo
, LabAssistant,$6.75
includesheat NS Close to campusnear bus
MANAGER
OPPORTUN!TIES
-HICKORY
Farms #C147-01
#Cl32-01 Family Life Part-time Ass,stan1,
stop,S20nocar discount.753·1639
hasseasonal
manager
openings
in a mallnear
$5.15/hr
you.Easytrainingprograms,
compet11ive
salary,
#C137-01,DataArchMngAssistant
, BOE
boouses.
40%employee
discountCall1-800#C451·00,ResearchAide,$5.15/hr
228-8229
EOE
Contractfo, sale. Greatlocation.Closeto cam•
#C133-01,ResearchTechnician,$7/hr
pus,cableTV included.Freeparking.All of this
#C538-95,LabAssistant,$7.00/hrBOE
DRIVER
• DRIVEA late-model
lraclorof your
for only S1600/year.If interestedcall Santoat
choicethroughtre beautiful
sceneryof thewest·
#C127-01,Grader,$5.62/hr
760-1402
emUnitedStates!Lale-model
Peterb1lts
,
#C503-90,Russian Tutor,$5.15/hr
Freighlliners
andVotvosto choosefrom.
#C122-01,Grader,$6.62/hr
Experienced
OTAdnversenJoytoppay/benefits, #C249-96,PeerAdviser.SS.15/hr
Femaleneededto share2 bdrm. S175+ ut I.
#C598-96.Purchasing
Assistant,BOE
#C097-01,ClassroomAssistant
, S600
753-9574
highweeklymites.OualComm/in-cab
email&
#C061-99, FieldWorker,$6.50,hr
401(k)plan.CallJohnChristner
Trucking
today!
#C093·01.Bakery Delivery
i Freight Handler,
800·528-3675.
EOE
S5501hr
MUST SELL! Girl apartmentprJVatebedroom
#C089-01,GraphicDesigner,$8.00
LETWATKINS
HELPfulfillyourecooomic
furnished,verynice.closeto USU Callto work
#C126-00,MHR2990Assistant,55.151hr
dreams!
Ownyourownhomebasedbusiness
out dealKara776-2490or 391·6130
#C078-01,Sh1pp1ng& Recel\/lngc :erk· PM,
withthis132yearolddirectsalescompanyCall
$5.15/hr
1·800-940-5515.
Independent
rep.M1n
1mum
#C101-97.AerobicsInstructor,$8/hr
investment
required.
Why rent when you can own YorkshireVillage
#C469-00,BakeryPrepCook,$5.65/hr
Townhomes,2 & 3 bedroomhomes, 1 & 2 car
OTADRIVERS·1year+experience·
allthings
#C162-99, PrepCook,$5.65/hr
garage, first t me buyers program available
.
#C026-01, E-0 Calibrat,oo Equipment
beingequalwhatsthed1tterence
between
S.26
Modelhomeat 1800North300 West.Logan,or
perm,le& S33 permile?Youtellme!CallBill
Assistant,BOE
now.MartenTransport
, LTD1-801).
call 755-6699 www.yorkshirevillage.comHorrocks
#C021-01,TextbookRushClerk,S5.15
786-4135
www.marten.cC1111
'Hint
It's
a
lot
mor
MarketedthroughHomebased
Realty.
#C490-98.DishroomWorker,SS.15/hr
than$.07permile.
#C005-01,AquaticTechnician
, $6-8/BOE
#C523-00,FieldGeologist,S101hr
MEDICAL
TRAINEE.
PAIDtraInIng
In medicaV
#C337-97,SI Leader H:st 1700 (Success),
dentalfield.Noexperience
req'dfor H.S diplC1111aS5.50ihr
Hass MaJors:CareerServicesis offeringfree
grads17-34Excellent
salary/benefitsPaidrelo#P280.90,AnimalCaretaker,6.001hr
resumeadviceevery Thursdayfrom9:30 a.m.
cation.Phone1-800-914-8536
#P018-93,Wrrter,BOE
to 11 30 a.m. in front of Old Main#115. Bring
your resume! See You there! CareerServFORECLOSED
HOMES.
LOWor SOdown.Go'/'t #C337·00, SSSTutor.
#C290·00.ProgramSpecialist, 5.751hr
& bankreposbeingsoldnow!Financing
availices. GroundLevel, UnversItyInn #102, 797#C113-00,LabAssistant
, S5.15
able. Call!or listings.1·800.501-1777
ext.4793
7777
#C719-95,UndergradTeachingFellow--Music
Technology,
$5.15/hr
COMPARE
WITHMANUFACTURED
homes
.
#P017-93
, Photographer
. BOE
Complete
qualitybuillhomes011yours,teas low
#C265-97
, Substrtute
ActivrtyLeader,$5.50/hr
Cert,fiedJC Millenniumcut diamonds
.
as S36.711
sq.ft.Formoreinformalioo
andfree
#C208-96,
Tutor,$5.25/hr
88 facets.Call JoelNelsonco lect in SLC801videocall1-800.242-0060
#C05Q.94.UndergraduateTeaching Fellow,
278-5230I 1nelson@br.state.ut.us
S5.15/hr
SELLING
YOURHOMEOf property?
Savetime
#C135-91,IntramuralOfficial, $6 to $8 per
andmooeywhile gettingbetterresults.Let
potentia
l buyerslakea virtualtourof your!sting
game
Blue Water Scuba of Logan, Logan·sofficial
Visitusat wwwrea1tours1nc
comor call435-637
·
#C274-91,
Applied MusicInstructor,Negot.able
air station.We can take care of all your scuba
5443or 1-866-865-5443
#C263-95
, Model(ArtClasses),$8.00/hr
needs.Sales, rentals,and instruct,ons.
Classes
#C593-90
, PianoYouthCooservatory
Teacher.
FREEINCOME
QUALIFICATION
. Lackof down
are yearround.you can be cert1f,ed
in just two
Negotiable
payment
or lessthanpertectcreditkeepingyou
weekends
' GroupratesavaIable. For morein#C235-00,LaboratoryAide,$5.15
fromhomeownership?
ShuBerry
Homesunique
fo. call 752-1793.
owner-builder
program
canhelpf1-866-ShuBerry OFFCAMPUS
JOBS
www.shuberry.com
Fordetailsaboutoff-campusJobs,seethe Job
board
at
TSC
106
or
visi1
HORSEAUCTION:
HALLRanchDIspersa
I Sale, www.usu.edu/-studemp
.
Saturday,
September
30th,WeberCounty
Fairgrounds,
Ogden,1:00pm. Featuring
mares,
#0482,Custodian
, $6.75/hr
ABORTION?
WHY?CONS:DER
adoption
Infoal,stallions.
gelding,youngstockwith
#0628, Customer Service Representative,
Warm,secure,lovinghomeavaiablefornewcolor/breeding
galore.435-286·2281
S7/hr
bornbaby.Pleasecallattorney
at 1-800-606·
I Three
4411.A-778
BUILDYOUROWNhome& savemoney
freeappliances
fororderssubmitted
during
ADOPTION
· A CHILDLESS
couplewithso
September
& Octoberl
Financing
includes
land,
much10\!e
to givewishto sharetheirheartsw,th
labor,materials,
permitsandevendOSJng
costsl
;~fant.Financially
securehomeand closecaring
CallPresident
Homesat 1-800-248-3502
or
extended
family.Expenses
paid.P'easecall
wwwpresldenthC1111es.com
Ma lynandPatc ectat 212-786-1388
_._
~ A ~ QUALIFIED
Medicare
benefORD MUSTNGFOR E · 1994.cOO\lert·
ficiariesmay enlilledto an Invacare
motonzed
'bl&,LX, red tantop.,ntenor.powereverything,
wheelcl1a1r
as a partof !heirbenefits.
Call1-800·
GTnms,new(May2000)tires.Blaupunkt
stereo,
246-0909
MTX300wamp,Ultimate
12· subs,excellent
condition11.000obo.801-558-01
48 or
2-UNCLAIMED
STEELBUILDINGS!
Factory
blaupunkt@hotmail.com
(pictures
uponrequest)
cancellations!
Brandnew,stillcrated'All-steel
buIld1ngs
. Urgentmustsell.OneIs 40x60Selling
99 SATURN
SL.AJC,5 speed.44kmies,white
forbalanceonly!CallJasooO 800-715-6482.
withgreyinterior.Sta,n guard.Perm-a-Plate.
still
underwarranty.
Callforgreatotter. 435-258FORECLOSED
HOMESLOWor SOdownI Go'l't
& bankreposbeingsoldnowlFinancing
avail2948
able.Call forllst1ngs1
800-501-1777ext. 4799
ANTIQUE
TRUCKS!
1948ChevP'U, 195t Chev
p U. t951ChevSuburban,
1952GMCP'U,$500
WOLFFTANNING
BEDSTanat home!Buy
ea Sellal or parts.435-864-5335
directandsave!CommerciaV
Homeunitsfrom

LOST& FOUND
FOR RENT

G MZQ,

~niUTVFF
iMORI!
Helen,
Queen
oftheInternet/Peter
Zale
MOST TE:CHIE:~OKS ARE:
Tf:RRl01.S, 6UT THIS Ot-JE:
ACTI..IALI.Y HAG GOME
GTYL.e •..
UJGIGHT!

iME

#C360·00,WebDeveloper,BOE
#C166-01, Summer Credrt Workshop
Assistant,$7.00
#C164-01,ReportWrrter,$9-10,BOE
#C207-99,WeekendCook.$7/hr
#C157-01,StatsTutor.$5.25/hr
#Cl 59-01,WebPageDeveloper
, $7-9/BOE
tC617-98,WebPageMaster,S350/month
JtC156-01,
Tutors,$5.15
#C152·99, Costume Shop Technician,
S171.67
,month
#C151-99,CostumeShop RentalTechnican,
$171.67
/month

DRIVER
FLATBED
ARIZONA
, Nevada,Utah,
California
runs.New60' 460h.p.conv
. average
33cpm,all miles.ActualaverageoverS850per
week.Homeeveryweekend
andsC1111e
mid-week
nights.Greatbenefits.
Express
Way602-2691600JamesTylor

SERVICES

9-27

E

$

OH, I WROTE: IT!

I

JEWELRY

INSTRUCTION

,oMX~

Plent1:3more

at

STATEWIDE
ADS

www.statesman.usu.edu.
click on 'The Duck!

OfftheMark/Mark
Parisi
ATLANTIC
FEATURE
SYND.C>2DDD
MARKPARISI

www.offthemark.com

MarkParlsi@aol.com

#0292, Live-InAide,negotiable
#0290,Cashier,$6.00/hr
#0289, Receptionist,
SS.751hr +
#0287, LineCook,negotiable
#0295,Housekeeper,
$8-10/hr
#0306,Cook,
#0288,PlasticsMachineOperator
, 57-7.25/hr
~0285,Nanny.S40-50/wk
#0284,ForkliftOperator,$7.00/hr
#0429, Aide,Workwith Disabled,$6.50/hr
#0340,CounterHelp, SS.75/hr
#0802,Handyman
, $6/hr
#0942,Experienced
Plumer,SB/hr
#0283.Delivery,5.751hr
#0282,constructionworker,S9·11
#0980,DistrictSalesManager,$6.50/hr
#0276,Babysitter,$4-5/hr

.,

#0275, LawnWork,negotiable
#0281, ProgramAid,BOE
#0273,Housekeeper,
$5.80-6.05
#0270,DeliWorker,
#0277.companion.S1O00/day
#0278,CleaningPersoo,$5.50/hr
#0291,Cashier,
#0411, Part-timeAccountManagerin Training,
S7-9+/hr
#0279,Pan TimeSafes,$8-9+1hr
#0280, Laborer,SB/hr
#0274,Cook,ngStaff,$6.50/hr
#0268,Moving Flowers,S6.25/hr
#0385,Cook.Negotiable
#0444,Production,$7/hr
#0846,ProductionManager/Forman,
#0266,Construction
Worker,negotiable
#0269,KitchenServer, $5.75/hr
#0272,ShopHep, S6-6.50/hr
#0262, SalesRepresentative,
$7-8/hour
#0263,Sa,esRepresentatJVe,
negotiable
#0264,Laborer,$7.75/hr
#0265, softwareengineer,
#0261,Cook,BOE
#0027,DayCareProvider,S25-S13day
#0258, GraphicLayout/Type
set.$8-10/hr.
#0060,CounterHe·p. S5.15,hr
#0401,OfficeCleaning.S6/hr
#0257, Part time dental assist. and or
Receptionist,neg
#0251,ScreenPrinter,S5.50-6.50
#0254,, $550/wkly
#0256,Laborer,BOE
#0247,BusinessAssistant.$6/hr+
#1072, Cashier
/CafeWorker, S515ihr
#0226,Yardwork,$7/hr
#0191,HouseRepairs.57,hr
#0192, LandscapeMaintenance,
#0188,Surveyor,$5.3511Joe
#0197.ConcreteWorker S7.00
#0196,Models,$10/hr
#0116,Cleaning,6.25
#0690,SandwhichMaker,SS.25,hr
#0305,YouthCounselor
, S8001hr
#0182,LabTechnician,
#0181.Cashier/CustomerService,$6.50+/hr
#0179,Busser,S5.15
#0177,PITVB Programmer
, $9-10/hr
#0183,Secretary,NEG
#0173,Housekeeper,
$250,month
#0132,CounterHelpand Cooks,$6.00
#0118,AnimalCaretaker,$5.15/hr
#0800, Light Housework and Companioo,
Negotiable
#0753.Driver& Clean-up
. BOE
#0956,ArboristAssistant
, BOE
#0072,Execu11ve
Director,D
irector,Neg.
#0085, Typist,BOE
#0294,You1hCounselor,7.5
#1076,AssistantManage
r, S91hr
#0880, YardHeIp, S6·7,BOE
#0129, SwingShiftCashier.55.501hr
#0773,InternetCoosultant,
Comm.
#0821,CounterHelp& Cooks,6.00/hr
ij0721,CafeManager/Wa1ter/Wa1t
ress,BOE
#0186,PreschoolTeacher,$5.15/hr
#1109, PersonalAttendant,$5.t 51hr
#0561,Laborers,GeneralOperators,

---------------------------·

Kil'n
Tirue
a-paint-your-own-pottery-place

...........

@£f~~'•·

Come
it1durit1g
HOMECOMING
WEEK
at1d
pait1ta pictureframeto holdyour
commemorative
pictureof ffOMEOOMIN~
1.000 ot1ly
~ TI
(t®®
@ @@@W~
Srit1g
a groupattdget ff~ @11
.
1b5E.14QO
..N.sfe.A
logan

WANTED
: MUSCLE
CARS,Corvettes,
Sports
cars.Restoredor unrestored
. Cashwaiting.Bob
801-541-7171

cowsruo,to-rr-/£'
w£esrr£
CA?.tr:U/..L
'I. ' /1/oWW£'J..L$!( wl-ld~
1Hf 11\~"1£R/"
H.£1i/ooGJ4-r

POSTAL
JOBS$48,323.00
yr. Nowhiring-flo
experience-paid
training-great
benehls.
Callfor
lists,7 days.800-429-3660
ext.J954

A+M&M
MARS1NESTLE
. Established
vending

1

DITHERED
TW'fTSby Stan Waling

route.W sellby 1019/2000.
UnderSSK
Minimum
investment
required.
Excellent
monlhly
profI potenlial.
Finance
avaiable'gooocredit.1800637-7444.
HOMEOWNERS
WITHCREDIT
worriesmay
nowquicklyqualilyfor loansStonecastle's
a
directlenderthatcantellyouoverthephone-and
withoutobligation!
Call1-800-700-1242
ext.374
WEPAYCASHlor theremaining
payments
on
trustdeeds!Mortgages!
Annuities!
Lotteries!
'Nobodybeatsourpncmg1·
800-490-0731.
ext715www.nationalcontractbuyers
.com
DRIVER-COVENANT
TRANSPORT
·coastto
coastruns·reamsstartS.42. S.46·s1.ooo
sign-onbonusforexp co dnvers.Forexpenenceddrivers1-800
-441-4394For owneroperators1•877-848-66t5.
Graduate
students1-800338-6428.
S15-S45'HR!
Country's
moS1
established
med1caVden1al
billingsoftware
company
seekspeopleto process
claimsfromhome.Training
provided.Mustown computer
. 1-800-434
·5518
ext#658Miniriuminvestment
required
.
'-'EDICAL
BILLER.
GREATincomepo1entlal.
Earnupto 451</year.
Fulltrainng pro-.,ded.
Computer
requiredCallT,:antolltree'888-9687793ext 4320

"I don't know, Doc:.
!just

feel like a million buc:ks."

C~ER

SNOOP

Let our CyberCat snoop out
the best web sites for you to check
out! We'll also keep an archive of
all our great CyberSnoop sites at
www.statesman.usu.edu . Happy Surfing!

The UrbanLegendCombat Kit:
... le a free collection of cannedreeponeeeto
helpyou combat Internet mythe and urban
legende.Whenoomeoneeenda you an url,an
legend,Juet cut and paate the appropriate
re_eponee
from the llet.

h-c-tp://www.net6qulrrel.com/
combatklt/

$199.00
. Lowmoothlypayments.
Freecolorcatalog.Calltoday1-800-842-1310

STLDENT
F:MPtOYMF.:NT
JOB Of 'FERINGS
ON-CAMPUS
JOBS
Fordetailsaboutoo-campus
Jobs,seethejob
board
at
TSC
106
or
visit
www.usu.edU/-studemp.
#C145-01,Biology1210Tu1or,$5.25/hr
#Cl 92-01,ClericalA de, $8/hr
#C618-g9,OfficeAssistant,$6.50,hr
#C139-01,MathTutor,$5.25/hr
#C034-00,FieldAssistant,$5.50/hr
#C199-97,LabTechnic,an,
$6/hr
#C569-99 Undergrad Research Assistant,
BOE
#C356-99
, FisheriesTechnician,6.00
#P068-93. Custod:an,$6.00
#C179-01,WnhngTutor,$5.25/hr
#Cl 83-01, 810\ogy/Physiology
200tutor,S525
#C182-01,Commdde3100Tutor,S5.25
#C181-01,Soc (stats)3120tutor,$5.25
#C177-01,FieldHelp,$7.50
#C180-01,Chemistry1210Tutor,$5.25
#C175-01, DatabaseProgrammer,
SB/hr
#C176-01,Stat1040Tutor,$5.25/hr
#C677-90, DairyLab He1per,
S6,hr
#C062-99
, Flightlnstrustor,$12.00/hr
#C171-01, SecurrtyAssistant,BOE
#C238-99,Fisherieslabtech,6.00
#C307-98,LabAide, 6.00
#C491-99,Lab and Field Assi~tantIn Soil
Microbiology
, S6501hr
#C335-99,HubPrepCook,SS.15.'hr
#C335-97,BiologicalTechnician,
$5.15/hr

________
!~~:2J~J!~!t>
_______
_
WNAT'~ MY LX'ffE.?
Take a look at the cartoon
below
and con1e
up -with a great gag line! Just -write it in the
n1argin or on a separate
piece of paper.
Bring it to TSC 319 before
Wednesday
5
p.m. The Winner
vvill vvin TWO DOUBLE
BARREL

BREAKFAST
(only

j

en1rics

from
per

Angies!

person.)

FINALLYA JOB WITH
FLEXIBLEHOURS
- Are you tired of having to choose between
work and school?
- Do you want a job that will work around
your schedule?
> If this is what you are looking for, give us a call
at 753-1303, or stop by 22 East Center St.
and let us help you meet your financial
needs and still succeed in school.

We will even give you time off to take your tests
without any worries of losing your job.

Western Wafs is a marketing research
company, (NO SALES) that has you in mind.

r-20-01~-~;f!An2i§_~1.
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■ MORE COMICS INSIDE!

BackBurner

Dilbert/Scott
Adams

FAX 797-1760

Wednesday, September
27
♦Aggie Spirit Day, wear
blue, games, prizes, show
your spirit, TSC Patio
♦Convocation, Dr.Joyce
Brothers, 1:30 p.m. TSC
Ballroom

♦Andrew Titensor
Hypnotist show, 7 p.m.
and 9 p.m. TSC
Ballroom, Tickets $2
♦The Listening Post from
11 a.m. to 1 p.m. in the
Hub

Thursday, September 28
Forum TSC
International Lounge,
11:30 a.m., Free Aggie
Ice Cream.
♦Moonlight & Music,
7:30 p.m., Old Main
Amphitheater, featuring

Jennifer Ashton & Julie
Hill. Free
♦ USU Women's
Volleyball Vs Cal Poly 7
p.m. Spectrum

Friday, September 29
♦ Go] f Tournament,
Logan River Golf Course
Noon
♦ Homecoming Dance,
TSC ballroom, 8:30
p.m. to midnight. Lots
of different music and

refreshments. $15.

♦ASUSU

THE COMPAN'i
WILL SAVE FORTY

MILLION DOLLARS
BUT 'iOU'LL BE

WHOSE SIDE
ARE YOU ON?

\

AG-grivation/Nick
Perkins
EJ,(0SE'.
~C :CHA.VE.
To &ofo-rw.

AAMAR1;'
... Lall:

•USU Homecoming \'Veek Forever Blue, September
30: SK fun run 9:45 a.m., sign up TSC, Room 326 $5
includes T -shirt before Sept. 28 or register Saturday@
Joann's Fabric fur $10; Homecoming Parade, 10 a.m.,
Main street; Stampede students meet at the A 12:00 PM
where free T-shirts and noisemakers will be handed out
then stampede to the tailgate party together; Tailgate
party, :'.\'oon near srndium on 800 N"orth
USU Homecoming Football g-ameVs Cnivers1ty of Ctah
3:05 p.m. Romney Stadium; USU \\'omen's Volleyball vs
GC Santa Barbara, 7 p.m. Spectrum; Aftergame party 9
p.m. to minnight Lots of music an<lfun activities TSC.
•Br eakfast on TSC patio 7 to 10 a.m., Sept. 28, 1
"Aggie Blue" pancakes, hashbrowns and eggs for $1.50.
Great deal.
•USC's Flying Aggies will be performing over the stadium during half time of the Homecoming Football game .
•Study abroad information session Sept. 27, 12:30
p.m. to 2 p.111.,TSC, Room 215, The \Valnut Room.
Facts about available programs, costs, financial aid, meet
USU Foreign exchange students, questions and answers.
Refreshements served.
•N atural Resource and Environmental Policy Program
and Dept. of Political Science "Global '-'Varm.ingat
Word, National and Western Regional Scales" presented by Fred vVagner, Sept.
6 p.111.,\fain, Room

r,

■ SLW3Q@CC.USU.EDU

~.<?

tx€6~J~R ... .Z:
1'1t=.VT 're~ ,,..'1'"p_r.5~~/11.
.PAr.rµ6,•:,

fir rllt "6lV!rrt.L s.Y"H!rA YtV.vv ;"NI(
LOVlf,

F.Y.I.

■ SLF8T@CC.USU.EDU

Purgatory
U./Nasan
Hardcastle

121.
•Polynesian Student Union Opening Social. Sept. 29 6
p.m. HPER Field. Everyone welcome. Bring and empty
stomach.
•The Utah State University Rodeo Team annual local
rodeo on September 29, 7 p.m., Sept. 30, 1 p.m. and 7
p.m. Advanced tickets are $3 for students and $4 for nonstudents. Tickets at the rodeo are $5.00/person. Tickets
are available from rodeo team members, or TSC Sept. 26
through 28.
•¼ 'omen's Only Activity sponsored by the Women's
Center "What Would Happen if ... You Sang Your Heat"
a house concert featuring heartsongs by Barbara Ester
and Beth York celebrnting 25 years ofWomyns music.
Oct. 7, 7 p.m. Only 50 tickets available and advance purchase is required. TSC, Room 310, 797-1728
•"Victim of Violence? Victim No More" workshop to
promote healing through writing, poetry and joumaling. Oct. IO, 7 p.m. Pre-registration required. Women's
Center 797-1728
•A free workshop on how a buy a home by The Family
Life Center, Sept. 30, 9 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. Info. Call 7535426
•Deadline reminder Oct. 9, Last day to drop classes or
change to P/F.
•Sign up tables for Ag Week Activities; chili cookoff,
Ag Olympics, and the fun run will be in the TSC on Sept.
28 and 29. You can also sign up in Jean's office Ag Sci Rm.
218, as well as in the ASTE office Sept. 2 5 through Oct. 3.
T-shirrs will be for sale.
•Freshmen come learn how to make the most out of your
first year of college, fireside by John Bytheway, Oct. I, 7
p.111.Institute Cultural Hall
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AND BEFORE 'iOU
ASK, NO IT WON'T
WORK THE OTHER
WAY AROUND.
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